


PLESSEYINNOVATIONS FOR COMMUNICATIONS 

Plessey flair 
starts the 
L�twaves 
flowing in 

Florida 
Plessey Transmission 

Systems is right on schedule with 
its  140Mbit/s Lightwave pro
gramme for the United Telephone 
Company of Florida. 

Plessey was awarded a 
conu·act in October 1984 to supply 
140Mbit/s Lightwave optical fibre 
system and M34E Muldex systems 
for Phases 1, 2 and 3 ofUnited's 
four-year programme. These first three 
phases, from Winter Park, Orlando to 
Kissimee, Fort Myers to North Cape 
Coral, Fort Myers to Pott Charlotte, 
Ocala to Leesburg and Avon Park to Kissimee 
-a total system length of290 km-were com
pleted on schedule, by the end of]une 1985. 

Each 1 40Mbit/s optical fibre system, which 
includes line terminals, intermediate stations and full 
superviso1y systems, is capable of canying 2016 telephone 
channels or the equivalent in video or data on a single fibre pair. 

and notches up 
a string of fibre optic firsts. 

Providing for future telecommunications needs like these is 
how Plessey Transmission achieves and maintains its leading 
capability in high-capacity optical fibre 
systems. 

Today, worldwide, over 15,000km of 
optical fibre line systems using Plessey 
multiplexing, signalling, light sources, 
regenerators, sensors and connectors are 
on orde1� under installation or already 
carrying voice, data and video traffic. 

In achieving this, Plessey has 
notched up a string of firsts. 

They include the first optical fibre 
systems put into normal tra.ffic in the UK, 
the first long wavelength optical fibre 
system in normal traffic service in the world, 
Britain's longest optical fibre link, the 
longest operational unrepeatered optical 
fibre link in the world and the world's ftrst 

PlESSEt' nnd tht PltSJ.c)' J)•mbol a� lmdc- mttrl:s of Th< PIWf.'J' Company plr. 

commercial conu·act for a 565Mbit/s optical fibre highway, now 
installed between Nottingham and Sheffield. 

Plessey has statted work on a 
second major US contract worth over $18 
million, for US Telecom's Chicago-San 
Francisco fibre optic link, and is about to 
build another 565 Mbit/s communication 
highway between Sydney and Melbourne 
in Australia. 

For further information, contact Mike 
Hocking, Transmission Systems, Plessey 
Network & Office Systems Limited, Beeston, 
Nottingham, United Kingdom NG9 ILA. 
Tel: Nottingham (0602) 254831, ext. 3542. 
International telephone: 44 602 254831. 
Telex: 37201. 
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Schroff - progressive design: 

Modular padiaging for 
microprocessor systems 
VMEbus and Multibus II 

For all microprocessor systems based on Euroboards 
a wide range of standard products is available in the 
form of kits or pre-assembled equipment. From 19" 
subracks and desk housings to bus backplanes and 
from plug-in power supply units to power fail modules. 

VMEbus and Multibus 11 are typical examples of 
standardised modular systems. The modular design of 
the Schroff range allows for almost every configura
tion. To house the systems Compac and Comptec 
cases are available in a number of sizes-1U, 3U, 4U, 
6U, 7U and 9U with depths of 300 to 600 mm. 

International demand for the well-proven 
components of Schroff has grown by 
reputation and recommendation -
choose Schroff, the reliable 
partner with comprehensive 
manufacturing expertise 
and technology. 

5chraFF UKLt:d 
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"Briti�h Telecom's choice 
no� m service in the 

... 
U�1ted Kingdom" 

�� 
Please contact Mike P 
Dynamic Logic Ltd T�r�ns on 0344-761317 . 

�racknell, Berkshir� A�2 ���n Centre, Western Road 

el. 0344-51915; Telex: 849433 

From Dynamic Logic, Tadiran's UK-built OCl-270 Digital 

Changed Number Interceptor in action. once installed at the 

TelephOne Exchange, our computer controlled system is 

easily programmed to give each subscriber line a· discreet 

number in the announcement. 

• Modular construction: 16 to 768 seNice /Ines 

• Clear voice production • Choice of introductory message 

• Numbers up to 10 digits • Keypad security lock 

• Field proven reliability • cost effective 

• Self-diagnostics • Easy maintenance 

• Software controlled charging 

----------

TADJ:RAN$ 



One 
telephone 

call 

That's all 
it takes 

to set a nation talking 
One telephone call to TCL will give you ready 

access to a total telecommunications service. 
With the vast resources of GEC and 

50 years experience to call on, we have the 
capability to complete any-size network on 

a turnkey basis. We design, supply, install and 
commission ... one call, one company. 

. :. 

TCl 
Telephone Cables Limited, Dagenham, England. 

Telephone: 01-592 6611. Facsimile 01-592 3876. 

Telex: 896216 Drycor G 
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Rifa Power Products Announce New Ranges 

ThePKA 
Whilst it's true to say that our little 
blue box, the Rita PKA DC/DC 
converter, has been a resounding 
success, we' re the first to admit that 
it's not everyone's cup of tea. It is 
still, of course, the smallest, 
cheapest and most reliable 25-40W 
DC/DC converter of its type in 
volume production today. And its 
MTBF figure of 200 years has yet to 
be surpassed. 

New Standard Products 
But in order to satisfy every possible 
need Rita now offers no less than 32 
brand new standard power units, 

including professional DC/DC 
converters for telecommunications, 
and competitively priced AC/DC 
units in Eurocard format. Power 
ratings have been extended too, now 
covering from 10 to 300 Watts. 

New Custom Service 
And if you still can't find a unit to suit 
your application you can now take 
advantage of Rita's outstanding 
custom design and production 
service. We'll produce prototypes in 
6-8 weeks and be in full production 
within 6 months. It's an unbeatable 
service for both AC/DC and DC/DC 
power supplies in ratings up to 300 
Watts. 

New Reliability Standards 
With over 100 years experience in 
power, and more than 20 years in 
switched mode power supplies, Rita 
Power Products is setting new 
standards in quality (like 300 year 
MTBFs!) and offering a production 
capability which is unrivalled 
anywhere. 

I 

Rifa Power Products 
Leading Europe in Power Supply 
Manufacture. Leading the World in 
Power Supply Technology. 

RllFA 
power products 

Rita Power Products 
5th Floor, Market Chambers, 
Shelton Square, 
Coventry CV1 1DJ 
Tel: 0203 55364 7 





ALL THE SIGNS SHOW 

THAT 4 TEL REALLY WORKS 

T he introduction of 4 TEL lets you run your customer 
service organisation at the highest level of efficiency and 
economy. Faultsmen are directed straight to the trouble spot, 
cable, exchange or station, with high accuracy. 

T he evidence all points to the same conclusion. That 
4 TEL is a most effective way of improving customer service 
and saving money. In the UK currently 4 TEL is working 
hard in Bath, Bristol, Birmingham, Chichester, Hull, Mayfair 
and Portsmouth. A total of more than 1.3 million lines. . 

It performs, on demand, a comprehensive series of line 
tests and diagnostics - enabling faults to be pinpointed 
quickly. In most cases well before your customer is even 
aware there's a problem. 

In addition, 4 TEL tests every line every night for quality; 
the results are analysed and presented on a printer at the 
RSC the next morning. 

4 TEL is the total line testing solution - field proven in 
the BT network; working with every major exchange type; 
inter working with the ARSCC database, System X and 
compatible with CSS . 

For the full story contact Teradyne. Telecommunications 
Division, Teradyne Limited, T he Western Centre, Western 
Road, Bracknell, Berks. RG12 lRW. Telephone: Bracknell 
( 0344) 426899. Telex: 849713. 
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We have British Telecom approved sales and service kit cases for the 
systems listed below, and others for more specialist applications. Our 
cases are purpose built for each system. 

We are willing to design and manufacture to order, and many other 
systems are under development at the present time- enquiries welcome. 

Our cases have been supplied to British Telecom districts which have 
been successful in obtaining 8$5750. All cases are fitted with earthing 
facilities where appropriate. 

Monarch PCB Diagnostic 
Monarch Console 

Monarch 56508 Mk2 Kit 
IBM System Base & LID 

IBM System Tray 
Herald 'A' PCB Diagnostic 
Herold 'C' PCB Diagnostic 

Merlin 52616 
Merlin 56022 

Cheetah TI x Monitor/Keyboard 
Cheetah TI x PCB Diagnostic 

Plessey /DX PCB Diagnostic 
Plessey ACD Kit 
Viceroy Powerpack Kit 
Viceroy Console/PCB Kit 
Kinsman/Regent 2451247 Console Kit 
Kinsman PCB Diagnostic Kit 
Regent PCB Diagnostic Kit 
Rhapsody Kit 
Ensign Kit 
Senator Kil 
TEP-/ E Transit Case 

REMEMBER, ESD COSTS MILLIONS GET INTO THE HABIT. DON'T ZAPP IT 

For further information contact: 

18 Betts Avenue 
Martlesham Heath Industrial Estate 
Ipswich, Suffolk IPS 7RH 
Phone: (0473) 62330 I 
Telex 987703 
(prefix SMITHCASES) 



The phantom office* comes sharply into focus with Divert-a-Call. 
The first in a range of automatic call forwarding equipment which 
forms the basis of a whole new family of British Telecom Services. 

Divert-a-Call has been designed and manufactured by Dynamic 
Logic, a British company us!ng experience gained from more than a 
decade at the forefront of PSTN telemetry. 

Based on advanced microprocessor technology, the Divert-a-Call 
range is fully software driven, enabling calls to be remotely diverted 
to 10 different destinations from a single exchange based u it. 

The subscriber can select or change destinations from any 
location within the telephone network using a synthesised speech 
facility which is protected by a security code. 

Divert-a-Call incorporates a hybrid 'amplifi r to conipE1nsate Jor the 
variable transmission losses encountered withl

Q 
any te ephone 

network. � 
Diversions can be transparent or the caller can e informed u ing 

the personalised announcement facility. 
Dynamic Log'c's Divert-a-Call , eralds many n w �nd ex i ·ng 

appr aches to marl<eti g and bus·' ess a ministr tion. .__� 

Dynamic Logic Limited 
The Western Centre Western Road Bracknell Berkshire RG12 1 RW England 
Telephone (0344) 51915 Telex 849433 
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AT&T and Philips 

THE Telecommunica-
tions is uniquely 

AT & T and Philips 1 

PRINCIPLE BE� 
qualified

. 
to plan 

NETWORK and design a 
range of telecom- CH I 
munications network systems to 
meet the needs of any administra
tion in the world. 

Our star performer is a digital 
switching system, called the 5ESS
PRX. Although we prefer to refer 
to it as 'The Network Machine'. It is 
the latest and most advanced 
development in the area of public 
switching. 6 million lines have 

. already been installed proving its 
flexibility and reliability. 

When we started out to de
velop this system, we recognised 
that all its advanced technology 
had to be focussed to satisfy one 
simple need - flexibility - simply 
because the successful telecommu
nications system of today will only 
be the one that can also meet the 
demands of tomorrow. 

The Network Machine is 
designed to grow with the needs of 
any administration- no matter how 
vast, or complex. It achieves this 
through the effective application of 

-

_ ATa.T 
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micro-processor technology. 
It can expand or 

reconfigure to meet the 
changing needs of any 
given administration at 
any point in time. It does so 
economically, too. These 
changes can be achiev
ed without replacing 
the system - but by 
adding or taking away 
from it. Nothing 
could be easier. 

No matter 
what type of func
tion it serves: local, 
tandem, transit, 
national or interna
tional, the Network 
Machine always 
operates at optimum 
efficiency and profitabi
lity in any network topology. 

It can also look after the 

AT&TAND PHILIPS TELECOj 



�lecommunications 

llND THE SESS-PRX �:e���f����i�� 
of the private 

�1E IS A SIMPLE ONE ����i���i
·
c��t�ke 

·I • freephone dial-

--

ing and the powerful combination 
of ISDN and Centrex. 

In fact, it offers more features 
than any other system currently 
available. 

So much so that it's difficult 
to imagine any advanced telecom
munications task that the Network 
Machine cannot perform, reliably 
and cost-effectively. 

The 5ESS-PRX Network 
Machine is designed to meet the 
needs of all types of administra
tions. And AT&T and Philips 
Telecommunications is qualified 
and experienced to act as a 
reliable partner in the formulation 
of a national telecommunications 
network. 

AT&T and Philips Telecom
. munications, J. v.d. Heydenstraat 

38, P.O. Box 1168, 1200 BO Hil
versum. The Netherlands. Tele
phone: +31 35 87 3111. Telex: 43894. 

WMU N ICATIONS.YOU CONNECTION WITH THE FUTURE. 

PHILIPS e 

xm 



As designers and manufacturers of a range of advanced 
communications products incorporating the latest microprocessor 
technology, AGI are major suppliers of electronic payphones to 
British Telecom and other telecommunications authorities worldwide. 

PAYPHONE 100 PAYPHONE 200 
Table Top Payphone Indoor, Wall Mounting Payphone 
Extremely convenient to use either as a A worthy successor to the current 
normal telephone or as a payphone for electro-mechanical payphones, the 
calls made in clubs, restaurants, bars, Payphone 200 capitalises on the 
hotels, guest houses, etc. reliability and many other inherent 
The renter has access to the cash box advantages of today's 
and all calls are charged at the microprocessor technology. 
subscriber rate. 

e MULTI-COIN ELECTRONIC 
e DUAL MODE OPERATION VALIDATION 

Coin or no coin operation- e LARGE CASH DRAWER 
payphone or subscriber mode as eSTEEL WALL MOUNTING detem1ined by renter. 

FRAME 
e MULTI-COIN ELECTRONIC e SIZE: 31 O x 260 x l 90mm 

VALIDATION 
e COIN STORAGE AND REFUND 

FACILITY 
•SIZE: 230 x 200 x l 52mm 

All PAYPHONE ENQUIRIES SHOULD BE DIRECTED TO YOUR LOCAL 
BRITISH TELECOM AREA SALES OFFICE 

� Aeronautical & General Instruments PLC, 
Company Headquarters and Central Marketing, 
Wickham House, 12 St. Thomas Street, 
Winchester, Hants. 

A member of the - group Tel: (0962) 67035Telex: 47610 

If you are relying on an ordinary telephone 
answering machine to give out information 
to a large number of telephone enquirers, 
you are probably having to minister to it 
on a regular and expensive basis. 

And what about all those frustrated 
callers who don't get the information 
they require and you promised? 

The Storacall Multi Line Announcer 
is a professional answer-only system 

capable of coping with just one line or 
many hundreds. It is designed to operate 
year in, year out without problems. 

The Storacall Multi Line Announcer is available on rental or 
outright purchase and is backed by Nationwide Field Service. 

If your business involves you in giving out information over the 

Storacall 
telephone reliably - then get details of "the reliable source''. 

Find out about the Storacall Multi Line Announcer. 
Clip the coupon or ring 01-891 3321 anytime. 

fTo: St�acan:2a vo-;kstreet 0
-

1 S9l 3JZl(.,""hou
- �

) I Twickenham, Middx TW1 3W -
£"'S rs I Please send me the brochure and details about the MULTI LINE ANNOUNCER 

I l�lll§il!l�lfi�l�(•lll�(l]§;J
I 

I 
Name 

I Th • 
Company 

e nght answer every time-all the time I Address ___________ I 
Regional Offices. llud omn 28 Yorl Slrcct. T10icl.cnlun1, Mid1.h. TWI JU 01·891 Jl21. I I I C:impfitld Mcidt. Tonm11n Street, Oc.insi.a1c, 1\llachutu MJ ·IFN 061-flJJ 0860. 

Tel No 6 Alfrcton Ro.:id. C:inninr: Circu�. N0Uln1h1m NG13NG0602 705907. 

• L: · ·---------:; 49 Hig h S! rcct , Chtlltnh1 m, G l oucc u crshirc GLSO IOX 02--12 31 181. SS E.ut cm E�pl . m:idt, Soulhcnd· o a ·Sn, Ehc-.; 070 2 6)Jl6. 
-�-----------------
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Now there's an easier way to load 
test up to 75,000 calls per hour. · 

The fully programmable Ameritec 
AMlXT series has been designed for 
simple, convenient automatic load
testing on telephone switching 
equipment. Bulk call generation has 
never been faster, more reliable or more 
precise. 

Compact and portable, the modular 
units comprise everything you need to 
simulate a traffic load on 1-450 ports, 
handling anything up to 75,000 calls 

per hour. The perfect answer to 
debugging and proving switching 
hardware during development and to 
testing every channel in PBX digital 
switching systems. Two modes of testing 
are available either random access or 
flood. 

Comprehensive completion/failure 
statistics are recorded in memory for 
later read-out, and the system can also 
be linked direct to an external printer, 

terminal or computer. The AMlXT can 
be operated in continuous mode or 
stop-on-trouble mode. 

Ameritec. 
Making light of 
load-testing. 

) C�E ) General Audio and D- Communications Ltd. 
64-82 Akom>0 $"'"· Triog, Hora. HP23 6AJ. T•ophoo" T•iog (0442 82) 4011/SSS I 
Telex: 82362 BATECO G Cables: RAHNO TRING 

GROUP 
Regional Sales and Service: Manchester, Unit 5, Fivefold Industrial Park, Manchester Street, Oldham, Ol9 6TP. Manchester (061) 626 3371 

Associated Companies Teleprinter Equipment Ltd. Communication Accessories and Equipment Ltd. 
Morse Equipment Ltd. Teleprinter Rentals Ltd. Daucare- a division of Teleprinter Equipment Ltd. Parent Company: William Batey & Co (Exports) Ltd. (Founded 1946). 



MICK MORRIS 

You've got 25 seconds to 
in order of 

If your Repair Service Centre takes longer 
than 25 seconds, you've got a problem. 

Because while all your customers are 
important, some, such as business lines, are 
more so than others. 

So how do you decide which repairs need 
priority? 

Your administration system can help to 
an extent, by organising your engineers 
properly and sending them to the right place 
with a clear picture of what they have to do. 

But to do that, it needs to have accurate, 
reliable details on the condition of the line, the 
type of fault, and its location. 

And most of all, it needs them quickly 
Which is where the LRS-100 fits in. 

Because as an advanced line-tester, it will 
do everything that'.s expected of it, and more. 

As well as giving superior information 
about existing faults, it'll test groups of lines 
overnight to locate potential faults. 

And it'll carry out follow-up tests ('Robot 
Testing') on problem lines at regular intervals, 
to fmd intermittent faults. 

But perhaps its biggest advantage is in pro
ducing a 'System Recommended Action'. 

This means the LRS has the ability 
not only to identify, analyse, and determine the 
severity of a fault, but also to assign it to the 
appropriate work group. 

All within 25 seconds. 
Combined with the quality of its testing, 



- FAULTY LINE. 

arrange these customers 
im�ortance. 

that's why the LRS-100 will help reduce 
'double-handling' of faults by engineers, and the 
number of repeat reports. 

In turn, the performance of your existing 
administration system is improved, no matter 
which one you use. 

LRS is compatible with current BT RSC 
administration systems, and in a few months 
will be integrated with CSS. 

And at this moment, its operational in BT 

London South, Glasgow, and soon in 
Belfast, Middlesbrough, Sheffield, plus several 
other Districts. 

Making LRS the BT approved line-test 
system with a track record. 

If you'd like to work with a line-tester that 

gets the best out of your RSC, ring Tony Hart on 
0628 72921. Or write to Northern Telecom 
plc,LangtonHouse,MarketStreet,Maidenhead, 
Berkshire SL6 8BE. 

Because with the LRS-100, you'll be put
ting each and every one of your customers fIIst. 

nutthatn 
ta�acum 

---LRS lOO---

ADvANcED LINE-TEST SYSTEMS 
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Right 
doWn the Line 

SEAVIA RDinstruments 
. lead the way to fast fault 

Location f.JPerformance Monitoring 
CL250 the unique contact locator replaces conventional bridge instruments, offering fast, 
accurate, fault location on telecom and signal cables up to 25 kms. long, with no preliminary 
adjustment, and single button operation. 

OSCAR 250 A versatile, easy to use dB meter and oscillator, specifically designed for fault 
location and line up of speech and data carrying systems. 

PT250 A crystal controlled, digital, sine wave oscillator with self calibrating level output 
amplifier is specially designed to improve installation and restoration times of data and VF 
circuits. 

Manufactured under Licence from British Telecom. 

For full details on Seaward's, compact, lightweight, low-cost answer to efficient cable 
management, write or call for full descriptive literature. 

� Designed to keep your System on-line ... 

~ �k�!�l�s� Estate, Petertee, Co. Durham, SR8 2JJ England 
Telephone (0783) 863511 Telex 262284 (ref: 128) 

XVIII 

For supply within British Telecom, the CL250 may be 
obtained as tester 360A. item code 314 552 from 

BT Procurement Executive M6.3.2.3.B., Swindon. 
Contar.t Mr. Carroll. Tel: 0793 484 254. 

For supply within British Telecom, the PT250 may be 
obtained as oscillator 17 4A and the Oscar 250 as 
Level Measuring Set 246A Both available from 

BT Procurement Executive M6.3.1.2.A. 
Contact Mr. D. Lifford. Tel: 0793 484549. 
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We design systems, networks and PBX's. 

We analyse information systems, test packet 
switched networks and evaluate tenders. 

We advise on all aspects of network 
management and telecommunications. 

At Tallis, we can even see into the future. 

No other independent Consultancy can claim the 
resources, expertise and continuous contact with 
research and innovations in British telecommuni
cations. If you want the whole picture, talk to Tallis. 

=•Tallis 
BT TALLIS CONSULTANCY, 12th FLOOR, 

151 GOWER ST., LONDON WClE 6BA. TEL: 

100 FOR FREEFONE TALLIS CONSULTANCY. 

Topper Instrument Cases 
Every industry has its special requirements for cases -instruments, computers, 

components, meters, tools-they all need special protection in transit 
or special presentation if you are marketing a new product. 

Many companies use our standard designs but many more use our 
custom dasign and manufacturing faciliti�s to prod1.Jce the exact case they want. 

We will meet your specific requirements and can deliver in tens, hundreds and 
thousands and at the prices that make us the Number One in specials. 

Only if you want the best 
Topper Cases 

Topper Cases Ltd, St Peter's Hill, Huntingdon, Carobs. tel (0480) 57251 telex 32389 * Write for our colour brochure 

Harmer+ Simmons Telepower Systems 
Manufacturers of Suppliers of Rectifiers and Complete DC Power Systems 

Rectifiers, Battery Chargers, Switch Mode Power Supplies, Diesel, Solar, Batteries, U.P.S., Design, Installation 

Power Units, Battery Eliminators, Control Cabinets. arid Commissioning. 

Peregrine Road, Hainault, llford, Essex, IG6 3XJ, England. Telephone: 01-5001211 

xx 

Telex: 896010 



1000 series 
0.6kw 

Microprocessors 
Telephone 
Dataline 

Computer Peripherals 

2000 series 
1.Skw 
Teleconunwlications 
Microprocessors 
PABX 
Telephone 
Computer Peripherals 

• Transient surges such as lightning, DFP series 
electrostatic discharge, electro- 3.S kw 
magnetic pulses and powerline 3 line 
induction can strike at any time. Telecommunications 

• To comb�t the problem Lucas has developed the PABX 

\ 
\ 

3000 series 
3.Skw 

Telecommunications 
Cable TV 

PABX 
Digital Switch 

Automotive 

For details contact our Marketing 
Department or one. of our distributors. 

Lucas Semicomps Limited 
Halifax Road, Keighley 

West Yorkshire BD21 5HR. Tel: (0535) 6 7921 
Tr h. Id f 

· t' Digital Switch · ans 1e range o surge suppressors mcorpora mg Semiconductors Supplies Int. Limited 
latest technologies such as FOLDBACK. Oawson House, 128/130 Carshalton Road, Sutton, Surrey 

• Whatever the equipment - datalines, power supplies, SMl 4RS. Tel: 01-6 43 1126 
communication lines, electronic systems - there is a Microelectronics Technology Limited 
Transhield to suit. Unit 2, Gt. Haseley Trading Estate, Oxfordshire OX9 7PM 

• Approvals to BS9000, and CECC, DEF Standard 05-21, Tel: 084 46 8781 
CAA, BT19A. LUCAS TRANSHIELD® SURGE SUPPRESSORS 

• So for complete protection call in the S TRIKE FORCE. 

Lucas Electrical �' 
Lucas Electrical & Electronics Systems Limited 

Mere Green Road, Four Oaks, Sutton Coldfield, West Midlands B75 5BN. Telephone: 021-3083501. Telex: 338461 
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Feedback Data products are made in the U.K. and sold throughout the world to major corporations and 
government bodies. This is because we at Feedback have remained one step ahead of market 
requirements, for new techniques, technologies and customer support. 

In short, we've gained a better understanding of industry's needs. And a better understanding of 
how best to satisfy them. from the design and manufacture.of industrial terminals for shop floor data 

. collection and time and attendance systems, to magnetic recording products for computer and 
telecommunications industries and bar code readers for retail, distribution and data processing systems. 

XXII 

What's more, you don't have to be a major corporate body to take advantage of this wealth of capability. 
Let us tell you more. You'll be surprised at how well we understand your requirements. 
Send for a copy of our brochure today. 

Feedback 
built on bet ter understanding 

of indust ry's needs 

Feedback Data Limited • 
Uckfield, E. Sussex TN22 !PT 
Tel: Uckfield (0825) 61411. Telex: 95607. = 
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Margaux Building Management Systems solve the most 
pressing problems in estates management. 

With over 9000 buildings, and a huge inventory of 
equipment, British Telecom's Current Account runs into 
millions of pounds. · 

Margaux has the means to reduce your Current Account and 
to provide rapid returns on investment. 

The mathematics are very attractive 
Margaux systems pay their way by saving energy and 

maintenance costs. 
· Whether retrofitting or re-fitting in existing buildings, or 

undertaking a new construction programme like TXD, Margaux 
systems can be installed quickly and simply- to start saving you 
money from day one. 

Experience with Bell - and now with British Telecom - has 
shown that Margaux can also achieve significant reductions in 
the Capital Budget too. 

T he effective control technology provided by Margaux will 
highlight over-sized heating, refrigeration and power systems. On 
future projects, these can be reduced. Some components will 
even be eliminated completely! 

tv\argauxgivesY-ou four 
management benefits ... 

* Reduced costs on the Current 
Account. 

* Reduced Capital Expenditure. 

* Better control of your budgets. 

* Better property management of 
the Estate. 

And we work closelY- with Y-OU 
to solve Y.OUr P-roblems ... 

Before installing, we conduct an in-depth 
analysis of equipment and operational 

practices. We finally submit a management report including 
return-on-investment projections. 

Your system is planned to meet your needs. 

tv\argaux gives Y.OU all this: 
* Electricity and services usage monitoring and 

reporting. 

* Energy targeting and cost control. 

* Equipment usage and maintenance scheduling 
alongside AMPERE. 

* Automatic alarm routing to defined fault control 
locations. 

* Security of the Network and the Buildings. 

* Direct Control of Heating and Cooling Plant. 

�'� ' ' 
Proven where it counts 

Margaux has a proven track 
record in the telecommunications 
industry- systems working hard 
and saving money in the highly 
cost-conscious environment of 
British Telecom and Bell USA. 

Following initial installations, 
British Telecom are seeing the 
benefit 

Call us for a presentation and a 
progress report - and an appraisal 
of how Margaux can help you. 

Call Chris Jackman on 
0784 31101 or Steve Dillon on 
061-488 7356 to find out more. 



EXTERNAL CHOICE 

KRONE-l.SA-PLUS Kontakte"'" 

KRONE LSA-PLUS MODULE ONE SIMPLE TOOL 

As external plant engineers, you'll know 
that cabinet locations can be the source of a 
high proportion of faults and line management 
problems. 

Knowing this, you'll be looking for quick, 
reliable terminations, easy jumpering, test 
and disconnection access, clear designation 
and good housekeeping. 

Now the answer to all these problems is 
here with the KRONE LSA-PLUS System. 

Designed by KRONE specifically for use in 
external locations, the system has proven its 
performance in the most testing 
environmental conditions in the world-from 
the bitter cold of Norway to the scorching heat 
and humidity of Africa and the Far East. In the 
United Kingdom, the system is familiar as the 
basis of the British Telecom Ra pi de System, in 
service since 1978. 

XXIV 

The insulation displacement connection -
with its unique torsional restoring force -
provides a gas-tight connection, requires only 
one simple tool - the Inserter Wire 2A- to 
make connections or reterminate, and has an 
unbeatable reputation for speed and 
reliabililty. 

The system is modular and can be mounted 
in a wide range of cabinets and enclosures, 
including: 

• Existing cast-iron cabinets 

• CRP Cabinet No. 4. 

e Sheet steel cabinets, currently on trial 
e KRONE h�l pressure polyester 

cabinet, with its unique thermal 
insulation and pressure-equalisation 
features to defeat condensation. 

e A wide range of weatherproof boxes 

The pedigree of the KRONE LSA-PLUS 
System is well-established, with total 
availability of all the facilities you could wish 
for. The way you make the best of i t  is your 
choice. 

Phone us now, and make that decision. 

Ideas Creating Products 

ITTWCIDOOrn 
KRONE (U.K.) TECHNIQUE LIMITED 
Runnings Road, f{ingsditch Trading Estate, 

Cheltenham, Clos CLSI 9NQ 
Telephone: Cheltenham (0242) 584900 

Telex: 43350 
A subsidiary of 

f{RONE CmbH, Berlin, West Germany 
'Trademark of KRONE GmbH. Berlin 



An exciting future -
but with 
no short cuts 
I

t is now more than a year since British 
Telecom became a public limited company. 
The transition from state-owned corporation 

to private enterprise not only triggered the most 
spectacular flotation of all time but also focussed 
unprecedented media attention on the 
company's activities with newspapers devoting 
countless column inches and radio and television 
jostling for interviews and comments. 

And now, in 1986, British Telecom looks set to 
remain under the microscope. The initial 
bally-hoo may have subsided but the coming 
months are crucial for the company's future. 
The first year of privatisation has already 
presented many challenges but it's as sure as 
shares in the company that the future will 
provide even more. 

Although the range of products offered to 
customers is now greater than ever and service is 
vastly improved, there is absolutely no room for 
complacency. Indeed, the real impact of 
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competition has yet to be felt and it is essential 
that all staff an: aware of the need to concentrate 
their efforts on providing the best quality 
products and services at the right time, at the 
right price and in the right quantity. 

There can be no short cuts. The future for 
telecommunications is an exciting one and 
British Telecom is uniquely placed to take full 
advantage of opportunities as they present 
themselves. The key to success is to recognise 
opportunities and grasp them. If that happens 
throughout the business, the future will be both 
exciting and prosperous. 

A little extra 
The circulation of British Telecom Journal 
continues to increase steadily but, 
unfortunately, so do paper and production 
costs. 

To ensure that we can continue to produce the 
high-quality publication that our readers have 
come to expect, it is necessary to raise the cover 
price to staff subscribers by 6p a quarter to 48p 
from the Spring issue this year. The rise is the 
first for two years and at l 6p a month, or less 
than 4p a week, we are confident that the 
Journal will remain excellent value for money 
and will continue to be the major source of 
reference for telecommunications developments 
in the UK. © 

Cover: Mammoth painting 
tasks cover a wider variety of 
man-made structures than 
the famous Forth Bridge. 
Giant satellite dishes, for 
instance, need constant 
re-painting to protect them 
from the ravages of dirt and 
weather. At British 
Telecom's Goonhilly earth 
station in Cornwall, the 
aerials also suffer attack from 
sea salt and algae from the 
surrounding moorlands. The 
job of re-painting each aerial 
takes British Telecom 
riggers two years and more 
than 1,000 gallons of marine 
paint. 

British Telecom Journal 
costs 42p per Issue for staff. 
External subscribers pay 
E15 for two years Including 
post and packaging. Full 
details on page 46. 
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Hot off the presses -
the Financial Times hits 
the streets of New York. 

Developments in 
small-dish 
antennas and the 
use of higher 
frequency bands by 
satellites now 
make it possible to 
locate earth 
terminals in the 
centre of cities. The 
trend has added a 
new dimension to 
meeting the need 
for flexible 
communications 
and presents an 
exciting 
opportunity for the 
newspaper 
industry. 

Opposite page: 
The traditional picture of 
newspaper production -
stories are gathered In 
the newsroom and later 
the presses roll. Far 
right: Ealing earth 
terminal Is used to 
transmit the Financial 
Times to New York via 
SatStream. 

2 

G
rowing competitive pressure from 
satellite TV news services is forcing 
newspapers to come to terms with new 

technology for information handling and 
printing. But satellite communications can also 
benefit newspapers because information can now 
be transmitted simultaneously to a large number 
of reception points within the satellite coverage 
area or 'foot print'. New technology, therefore, 
could revolutionise news distribution and enable 
the remote printing of newspapers in several 
locations simultaneously. 

British Telecom International's SatStream 
service - the small-dish business service 
introduced in 1984 - offers part-time 
transmission facilities which are particularly 
suitable for regular daily operations such as 
remote printing and an experiment was 
undertaken for the Financial Times in late 1981. 

Page copy for the FT's international edition was 
successfully transmitted by 154 kbit/s facsimile 
from a small-dish antenna on the roof of the FT 
building in London to a similar dish on the 
premises of the Frankfurter Societats Driickerei 
in Frankfurt. 

Last July, the FT implemented a 128 kbit/s 
link between London and New York via the 
Ealing earth terminal. Established on a fully 
commercial basis, it enabled the newspaper to 
print part of its international edition in the 
USA. Circuits were provided by SatStream and 

the link eliminates the expense and potential 
delays inherent in airfreighting copies from 
Europe. The high data rates available on 
SatStream enable the FT to meet the tight 
timescales required for printing and distributing 
nationwide in the United States and Canada. 

Now, the leading Japanese daily, Asahi 
Shimbun, is also using BTI satellite services for 
a remote printing operation. They are using a 
56 kbit/s international KiloStream circuit to link 
type-setting computers in London and Tokyo 
and produce a breakfast time edition of the 
paper for Japanese expatriates in Europe. As 
Tokyo is about nine hours ahead of London, 
high capacity communications circuits provide 
the only solution to the problem of timely 
delivery of an up·to-date international edition. 

Satellite communications also offer new 
possibilities in news gathering and distribution 
which lie behind the actual production of 
new papers. The development of transportable 
earth terminals offers a method of setting up 
digital links from remote areas to enable news 
and other material to be sent back over high 
quality data circuits. 

· 

Last June, BTI demonstrated the distribution 
of real-time financial data, news pictures and 
other material over a one-way SatStream link 
received on a 1.8 m antenna at the SMS 
Symposium in Rotterdam which celebrated the 
introduction of small-dish satellite services for 



business in Europe. Standard analogue 60 x 120 
ppm news pictures were received in digital form 
at 7.2 kbit/s, along with AP Dow Jones 
(Telerate) foreign exchange data and AP general 
news services at an aggregate data rate of 6.0 
kbit/s. 

BTI's digital satellite facilities will serve as the 
foundation for some of the exciting possibilities 
in newspaper technology which are just round 
the corner. In the future, there will be 
completely computerised newspaper production 
with direct input by editorial staff and 
journalists to computers for typesetting. 

The next stage will be the publication of 
newspapers and specialist information by 
electronic means in the form of a constantly 
updated database. Users anywhere in the 
coverage zone of an appropriate satellite will 
down-load an edition for local hard copy 
preparation over an economical one-way link. 6) 

USA 
printing 
plant 
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SatStream makes the 
headlines 

Facsimile is used to 
transmit whole pages of 
the Financial Times to 
New York via the Ealing 
earth terminal. 

Mr P Allen is BTl's head 
of private services. 

How the Financial Times is printed via satellite 

London 
Community 
Terminal at 
Ealing 

2400bllls 

2400b1l/S 

Terrestrial links 

3 

Financial Times 

Bracken House. 
London 
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Traditional 
methods of 
locating sheath 
faults in 
underground 
cables are being 
replaced with a 
microprocessor· 
based system 
which is faster and 
more accurate and 
enables damage to 
be repaired before 
it can affect 
service. 
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Keeping upthe 
pressure-by 
computer Tim Cowell 

A 
11 the external metallic cables used by 
British Telecom incorporate a sheath to 
contain the conductors and prevent 

moisture entering which could lead to a major 
disruption of service. 

For the last 20 to 30 years, most of these cables 
- over 350,000 km - have been fed with dried, 
compressed air from the exchanges to raise the 
internal pressure above atmospheric. rl 'his 
enables the integrity of the sheath to be 
monitored so that maintenance staff can be 
alerted when a sheath defect occurs and, in all 
but the most severe cases, the air pressure keeps 
any water out pending repair. 

But the need was recognised some years ago for 
improved surveillance and control of the 
pressurised cable netw.ork, and the automated 
monitoring systems produced by other countries 
(mainly the USA) were studied. 

Unfortunately, they had been designed to cater 
for different pressurisation systems which had 
no provision for monitoring the flows. The 
expensive electro-mechanical pressure 
transducers used also failed to provide sufficient 
resolution to aid fault location so the systems 
proved unsuitable for the UK. 

As a result of this British Telecom Research 
Laboratories, at Martlesham, were set the task of 
developing an Automatic Cable Pressurisation 
Monitoring System (ACPMS) capable of 
satisfying the requirements of the network. They 
have now produced a system which has been 
designed around existing equipment so as to 
reduce costs and minimise site disturbance 
during installation. 

The ACPMS enables contractors and pressure 
gauges to be replaced by addressable pressure 
transducers which are capable of providing up
to-date readings of cable pressure for selected 
points along the route. The existing flowmeters 
can also be simply modified so that they 
remotely provide information on the 
instantaneous flow of dry air into the cables. 

A Rack Monitoring Unit (RMU) - a 
microprocessor based interrogation and data 
collection unit - is located near the racks at 
exchanges or repeater stations which house the 
existing equipment for supplying the dry air, 
flowmeters and pressure gauges. Eac)1 RMU 
routinely scans its associated addressable 
pressure transducers and modified flowmeters at 
high speed. 

Whenever the RMU detects an alarm 

condition, a report is automatically transmitted 
over the public switched telephone network 
(PSTN) to a distant site such as the External 
Plant Maintenance Control (EPMC). If the 
distant site first selected is unmanned, then 
alarms can be automatically diverted to a second 
location by the RMU. 

Fault information is then down loaded to a 
printer via a Remote Control Unit (RCU) 
containing a microprocessor at the distant site. 
Alternatively, a small business computer can be 
employed to analyse the data and provide 
information trends in cable performance over 
the previous 50 days and to give a graphical 
presentation of cable pressure with predicted 
fault locations. 

If the cable warrants further investigation, staff 
at the site may interrogate any RMU under its 
control by dialling via the RCU over the PSTN 
to obtain the info rmation required. At a 
predetermined time each day - typically before 
staff arrive at the control point - status reports 
on each exchange or repeater station system are 
obtained by the RCU polling every RMU. 

The addressable pressure transducer utilises an 
integrated circuit type pressure sensor relying on 
the piezoresistive effect of silicon to convert 
changes in pressure to changes in resistivity in a 
similar manner to strain gauges. By including 
temperature compensation in the integrated 
circuit, pressure changes are measured to a high 
resolution. A differential amplifier is then used 
to boost the output to that required for 
transmission down the line after transformation 
in a vo'itage to frequency converter to modulate 
the line voltage. 

Recognition 
The current required to operate each 

transducer and its associated circuitry is of the 
order of a few milliamps and if all the 
transducers were continuously powered, the 
voltage drop along the length of a monitoring 
pair would be excessive. To overcome this 
problem and also to enable each transducer to be 
individually monitored, an address recognition 
circuit was incorporated. 

The circuit uses complementary metal-oxide 
silicon components (CMOS) which only require· 
low operating currents, and it is powered all the 
time from the line, awaiting a train of address. 
pulses. If the address received compares with the 
pre-set address, a power-up signal is applied for 



approximately two seconds to the pressure 
sensor circuit. 

The addressable pressure-transducer is small · 

enough tu be fitted inside a cable joint, to 

eliminate external pneumatic connections which 
could increase the fault liabi.lity. Alternatively, 
the transducer can directly replace the existing 
contactor in its housing mounted on the outside 
of the joint. The method significantly reduced 
the fitting time where both wires of the 
monitoring pair have been extended to the 
housing. 

Existing flowmeters can be easily converted 
to enable them to be monitored 

remotely via the RMU by 

fitting a small bead negative temperature 
coefficient thermistor in the air flow. Mounting 
the thermistors into aluminium blocks has 
enabled the assemblies tu be fitted directly to the 
back of the existing flowmeters in exchanges. 
Circuitry within the RMU conditions each 
thermistor on a routine basis to provide highly 
repeatable records of the cable flows via a simple 
bridge arrangement. [> 
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Keeping up the pressure 
- by computer 

Speedy repair of 
underground cable 
faults is a vital element 
in the quality of service 
provided by British 
Telecom. 

Below: Technician 
Bert Terry checks the 
callibration of one of the 
air flow thermistor cards 
on tile automatic cable 
pressurisation 
monitoring system at 
Shepherd's Bush 
exchange. 

Below, left: An engineer 
at the EPMC at Ealing 
uses a teletype to 
request further 
information on a cable 
fault pinpointed by the 
automatic cable 
pressurisation 
monitoring system. 

5 
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Keeping up the pressure 
- by computer 

The traditional way of 
doing things ... 
Bert Terry records the 
air flow into 
underground cables at 
the exchange. 

Mr TA Coweli is an 
executive engineer in 
the External Plant 
Division of LCS/Local 
Lines Systems. 
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The conventional method of monitoring cable 
pressure involves the fitting of pneumatically 
operated switches (contactors) at selected 
points along the cable. When the air pressure 
within the cable falls to a predetermined level 
the contactors operate an alarm circuit but 
they give no indication of the amount of 
change in pressure. 

Bourdon tube pressure gauges fitted with a 
pointer-operated electrical contact assembly 
are also used to monitor the pressure. But 
they do not provide an indication of trends 
and are also liable to indiscriminate 
adjustment. 

When a pressure alarm is detected, 
exchange staff are required to determine the 
operated contact by measuring the 
resistance of the monitoring circuit. They 
then pass this information to the External 
Plant Maintenance Control (EPMC) who are 
responsible for the upkeep of the cables 
emanating from a number of exchanges. 

The EPMC then sends a team to determine 
the location of the fault by taking a series of 
pressure readings along the route using a 
manometer, plotting the values of a graph to 
give an approximate location. 

Unfortunately, this procedure can take many 
hours since manholes have to be accessed 

the dry air or any other designated equipment 
via up to 16 separate alarm indications. 

The complete system meets the requirements 
for improved facilities to dfectively monitor the 
state of the pressurised cable network. 
Sophisticated reports not only identify problem 
cables or network trends, but also assist in 
planning the direction of staff to optimise the 
use of resources. CD 

during which time the pressure is changing 
and this can lead to further inaccuracies in 
fault location. If this method fails to locate 
the fault, either a tracer gas is injected into 
the cable and its presence detected where it 
is leaking, or the noise of the leaking air is 
located with the aid of a microphone and 
amplifier. 

The rate of flow of air at cable inputs is 
measured on flow meters fitted at exchanges. 
These are vertical tapered clear tubes 
containing floats which simply give a visual 
indication of the flow. By recording the flow 
at regular intervals fur ther information on the 
state of the pressurised cables can be 
obtained but effective results depend on 
exchange staff being available to read the 
meters and transfer information to the EPMC. 

Th'e existing monitoring system provides 
only a limited scope for preventive or 
defensive maintenance. It does not provide 
day-to-day measurements of flow or pressure 
readings to cable network maintenance staff 
and it cannot identify the whereabouts of a 
fault on a particular cable, or provide any 
indication of its priority. As a consequence, 
the system is not only technically incomplete, 
but is also labour intensive because of its 
limited management capability. 
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Larry Stone 

The action of the Office of 
Telecommunications (Oftel) on 
interconnection between the British 

Telecom and Mercury Communications 
networks should have dispelled any 
misconceptions about the effectiveness of its 
powers. 

Bryan Carsberg, a professor of accounting at 
the London School of Economics since 1981, is 
Director General (DGT) and was appointed for 
three years beginning on 1 July 1984. When he 
assumed his responsibilities Professor Carsberg 
said that he intended to be even-handed but 
vigilant and that his job and the overriding 
objective of Oftel was to promote the 
development of the telecommunications industry 
and enhance the effectiveness of its contribution 
to the UK economy. 

He considers that in the field of consumer 
protection, the most effective weapon is 
competition and places a high priority on its 
promotion. The media, for their part, have 
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The legislative regime for telecommunications ' 4_�.'J} •1!.,•·'i..tJi;;:,,,.,,, ' "'•b>" h�•11;,J,o h��r;,,, 0�.f :;,'"e-o';<11,,� t 
has changed radically since the beginning of the "'•,t../_•b11�/•/,;.,�:!. �z.1i·�"·�· decade in line with Government policy. The 
Telecommunications Act 1984 abolished British 
Telecom's exclusive privilege to run 
telecommunications systems, paved the way for 
its privatisation and established a licensing and 
regulatory regime (see 'Operating by Licence', 
British Telecom Joumal, Spring 1984). 

The DGT and Secretary of State for Trade and 
Industry form the main constituent parts of the 
regulatory regime. The Minister sets the main 
lines of policy through the issue of licences and 
the setting of conditions in those licences. All 
operators of telecommunications systems, 
British Telecom, Mercury, Hull, the cellular 
radio ventures, cable TV operators and 
customers who run PBXs must now be licensed. 

In this way ministers can decide how much 
competition to bring in and, through licence 
conditions, provide protection for consumers, 
small competitors and suppliers of 
telecommunications equipment. The DGT has 
been given the job of ensuring that holders of 
telecommunications licences comply with their 
licence conditions. 

The DGT's duty in exercising his regulatory 
functions and the Minister's in licensing, is to 
exercise their functions in the manner best 
calculated to secure provision of all 
telecommunications services for which a 
reasonable demand exists and also to ensure that 
any UK operator who is required to provide 
such ser.vices, is able to finance their provision. 
They have a number of subsidiary duties: 

*to promote the interest of consumers in 
respect of the prices, the quality and variety of 
telecommunication services; 

*to maintain and promote effective competition 
in the industry; [:> 

Set up under the 
1984 Tele
communications 
Act, the office of 
Telecommuni
cations (Oftel) has 
responsibility 
independent of 
government 
ministers for 
supervising tele· 
communications 
activities in the UK. 
Its status is similar 
to that of the office 
of fair trading. 

Left: Professor Carsberg 
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Otte/ - the watchdog 
with teeth 

Opposite page: 
Cellular radio, cable 
TV, and radiopaging 
are all licensable 
activities. British 
Telecom's 
procurement of digital 
exchange equipment 
has been investigated 
by Oftel. 
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c) Enforcement of licence conditions and 
criminal offences under Section 5 of the 
1984 Act (running an unlicensed system, 
unauthorised connection, unauthorised 
provision of telecommunications 
services). 

d) Exercising powers under fair trading 
legislation in relation to monopoly 
situations and anti-competitive practices. 

e) Approval of contractors, apparatus, etc -
for the purpose of licences. 

f) Keeping registers of licences, approved 
contractors and approved apparatus. 

g) Reviewing all activities connected with 
telecommunications. 

h) Publishing appropriate information and 
advice for consumers and other interested 
parties. 

i) Investigating complaints about the 
provision of services and the supply of 
apparatus. 

Functions (a) and (e) may only be exercised 
by the DGT with the consent of the Secretary 
of srate. 

*to promote efficiency and economy and the 
undertaking of research and development; and 

*to promote effective competition by UK 
organisations in international trade. 

A number of important powers are vested in 
the DGT (see Panel 1) including wide-ranging 
information gathering powers. The Act provides 
for the DGT to be able to undertake most of the 
current role of the Director General of Fair 
Trading (DGFT) in respect of fair trading and 
competition legislation for telecommunication 
matters. 

This includes powers to make references to the 
Monopolies and Mergers Commission (MMC), 
which are laid out in the Fair Trading Act 1973 

and Competition Act 1980. The referenceto the 
MMC of the proposal by British Telecom to 
acquire the Canadian PBX manufacturer, Mitel, 
is a case in point. 

Preference 

In addition, telecommunications licences 
contain a number of fair trading conditions. In 
the case of British Telecom, for instance there is 
prohibition. of undue preference and 
discrimination and of unfair cross-subsidies. 
(Oftel are currently investigating cost allocations 
behind British Telecom's pricing of accesslines 
and private leased circuits.) The DGT has made 
it clear licensees are free to set commercial and 
marketing policies within the boundaries of their 
respective licences - though he is given 
significant powers of discretion and 
determination within licences - and fair trading 
legislation. As part of the monitoring process, 
Oftel intends to promote a number of ideas to 
independently review British Telecom's quality 
of service such as the proposed national network 
of 3,000 'watchdog' opinion surveys. 

Oftel has a complaints handling function 
similar to the Post Office Users National 

. Council (POUNC) but unlike POUNC has 
effective powers which may be able to resolve 
issues when the circumstances justify their use. 

A re!=ent example was the DGT's investigation 
of British Telecom's decision to purchase 
System Y digital exchanges from Thorn 
Ericsson came about as a result of 
representations, including an approach from an 
all party delegation of MPs, who complained 
that British Telecom was exercising its unique 
buying power against the public interest. 

The Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) 
has retained the responsibility for granting 
licences and i,ipparatus approvals but may well 
delegate certain powers to the DGT. The 



enforcement of licence conditions, however, is 
entrusted wholly to the DGT with the courts to 
back him up. Where the DGT is satisfied that a 
licensee is in contravention of a licence 
condition, he may issue a licence enforcement 
order specifying steps the licensee must take to 
comply with the condition. 

An order may, as an emergency measure, rake 
effect immediately or after the DGT has given at 
least 28 days notice of his intention to make an 
order and considered any representations or 
objections. If a licensee fails to comply with an 
order, he can be sued for damages by any 
injured party and the DGT can enforce the 
order by civil proceedings for an injunction. 
Continued failure to comply could eventually 
lead to criminal proceedings for contempt of 
court. 

The DGT may amend licence conditions but 
only by agreement with the licensee and after 
other interested parties have had their views 
taken into account. For example, British 
Telecom agreed an amendment to its 
'Radiopaging' licence requiring the introduction 
of separate billing. British Telecom's plans to 
introduce separate radiopaging billing were, 
however, well advanced before Oftel's 
investigation. If a licensee objects to a proposed 
change the DGT may still impose it, but only if 
the MMC agree that the proposed variation 
would remedy something which was against the 
public interest. 

Obligations 
Following complaints, the DGT reviewed 

British Telecom's price increases last November 
and concluded that the company had not broken 
its licence obligations which limit increases on a 
'basket' of services tu no more than three per 
cent below the level of the Retail Price Index. 
He said that there was no case for changing the 
formula after only 18 months and that the 
company's profits, in relation to capital invested, 
were not excessive. He promised, however, to 
continue to review the situation. 

Schedule 2 to the 1984 Act, the 
'Telecommunications Code' gives authorised 
operators certain powers to install apparatus in 
the street and, given the necessary agreements, 
on private land. Oftel is empowered to give 
advice, or help settle disputes without the need 
for litigation in relation to the operation of the 
code. The DGT is required to make to the 
Secretary of State an annual report on his 
activities and any MMC reference. 

Besides the 1984 Act, which confers various 
duties and powers, conditions in operators 
telecommunications licences give the DGT a 
substantial degree of discretion in their 
interpretation because excessively rigid 
conditions would almost certainly have proved 
unworkable. He is referred to 163 times in the 

conditions of British Telecom's Licence. 
In some cases, he is given power of 

determination, as in interconnect agreements 
where the parties have failed to reach agreement: 
he alone can determine whether preference and 
discrimination are undue and direct steps to C> 
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cease the practice. The way in which the DGT 
exercises his powers has been and will be an 
important factor in establishing the impact of 
the new regulatory regime. 

Oftel, employs about 90 staff, organised into 
five branches, which report via a deputy DGT 
to the DGT (see panel, below). This structure is 
backed up by the National Advisory Committees 
(NAC) for England, Scotland, Wales and 

Mr L w Stone Is a 
Northern Ireland who provide Oftel's prime link 

regulatory policy with consumers and also a channel of 
manager i n  Government communications between consumers and the 
Relations Department. suppliers of services and apparatus - and a 
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Oftel priorities 
In broad terms, these have been expressed as: 

• information gathering on the industry, to help 
formulate advice on the need for further 
structural changes; 

• encouragement of developments leading to 
greater competition, such as the possibility via 
Cablt:i TV of competition in local voice 
telephony; 

• monitoring and enforcing operators' licences 
to balance the rules of fair competition against 
reasonable commercial freedom; 

• strengthening consumer protection; 

• enforcment of service obligations, including 
the disabled, rural services and public call 
boxes; 

· 

• open debate of issues bearing in mind the need 
for some confidentiality; 

• looking for indicators of compliance with 
licences. 

significant influence on the shaping of the UK 
telecommunications scene. Indeed, given his 
remit, the DGT is in a position to investigate 
and assess trends of behaviour by licensee 
whether or not that behaviour is orchestrated. 
The attitudes of staff in carrying out British 
Telecom policy to compete positively, 
aggressively, lawfully and ethically are of vital 
importance. Both UK and European 
Community fair trading legislation could bite 
heavily on the company given its influential 
market position, as could the robust use of the 
DGT's powers . 

There is already ample evidence of Oftel's role 
of defender of competitors (not just consumers), 
including its advice to the.Minister that for 
reasons of competition policy British Telecom 
and IBM should not be granted a licence to run 
a joint venture providing managed data network 
services and British Telecom's proposed 
acquisition of Mite! should be referred to the 
MMC. Further, the DGT advised that British 
Telecom should not be allowed an involvement 
in the running of private mobile radio networks 
(Band III) - radio spectrum was released with 
the closure of 405 line black and white television 
services - nor should it be allocated additional 
channels from those currently on offer for 
wide-area paging. 

The next few years will be of paramount 
importance to the development of the industry. 
A number of issues spring to mind: the political 
climate may alter, there is the question of resale 
of circuits (which the Government has said it 
will not introduce before 1989), the pace of 
technological change must be managed; and 
although it is Government policy not to license 
any additional operator other than British 
Telecom or Mercury (the duopoly) to provide 
basic fixed link message conveyance 
domestically and internationally, that policy 
provides for the position to be reviewed at the 
end of the decade. 

Professor Carsberg has indicated that 1986 will 
be a year of making competition work and that 
the following two years will be a period of 
assessing how it is working and its effectiveness.© 



Changes in store 
Raymond Sandford 

A 
company-wide survey, carried out by 
British Telecom in 1983, found that 

· 

stock levels and handling costs were too 
high, that there was inadequate information and 
control and that service levels were too low. In 
some cases the probability of materials being 
available for any particular job was as low as 70 

per cent. 
The company's largest materials user, Local 

Communications Services (LCS) made a swift 
and positive response by launching its own 
Materials Management Unit (MMU) to 
co-ordinate District effort. Its aims were to: 

• improve materials service to the field 
engineer and customer; 

• improve local professionalism in materials 
management; 

• reduce inventory and logistics costs, and 
• improve information and control systems. [> 

District strategy for local materials operations 

Centralisation of District 
Stock - changing the emphasis from 
'distributed storage' to one of 
storage and distribution to make 
significant reductions in inventory 
levels whilst improving service. 

Implementation of Service 
Points - the new interface 
between local materials 
management and the field 
engineer. These will hold only a 
limited volume and range of stock 
for immediate maintenance 
requirements. 

Job Kitting operations - stores 
for planned work will be picked in 
advance at the District warehouse 
and delivered to the service point 
for collection on the required date. 

Implementation of modern 
computer packages - provided in 
the longer term by the materials 
management sut:rsystems within 
LCS's CSS System. At the 
moment, three interim systems are 
being used. One is based on 
'Cullinet' software; one on 
'Hoskyns' software; and one the in
house 'Area Stores Module' 
developed by LCS/lnformation 
Services. 

The establlshment of District 
MMUs- to provide the permanent 
local support needed for effective 
materials planning, storage and 
distribution operations. 
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A new strategy for 
materials handling 
in British 
Telecom's Local 
Communications 
Services division 
will give a major 
boost to efficiency 
and lead to benefits 
for both the 
customer and the 
business. 
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Below: Centre Area's 
main storage and 
distribution unit. 

Bottom: Storekeepers 
unload one of the twice 
daily deliveries to Centre 
Area's depot. 
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The Unit worked with experts from the 
Cranfield School of Business Management to 
develop an intensive, task-oriented training 
package. Twelve Districts each appointed a 
Materials Manager to develop a comprehensive 
strategy and the rest of the country quickly 
followed suit. 

Replenished 
Traditional stockholding was based on more 

than 400 large 'Section Stocks', each holding an 
inventory range of about 2,000 items and each 
monitored and replenished independently. 
There was a lack of reliable information and 
some stockpoints held an excess of an item while 
others had a shortage. Expensive jobs often 
failed for want of a single, inexpensive, item. 

In developing their local strategy, the Materials 
Managers realised that good service does not 
depend on holding massive stocks 'just in case', 
but on getting the right goods to the right place 
'just in time'. They also recognised that LCS is a 
number of different 'businesses' each with its 
own characteristics. The division is a 

maintenance business, whose commercial 
customers expect service in a matter of hours. It 
is also an apparatus supplier, whose customers 
expect supply in a matter of days, and a 
construction business which plans major 
developments months, sometimes years, ahead. 

The different functions, too, have different 
priorities and to enable the various needs to be 
met within a flexible infrastructure, the 
Materials Managers defined 'Service Channels' 
- groups of activities which share the same 
material service requirements characteristics. 

Implementation will vary but for most Districts 
the local Materials Management strategy 
represents a multi-million pounds project. All 
have now completed their p"ians. Most will be 
fully operational by March next year and many 
are already well advanced towards earlier targets. 

Anglian Coastal District have pioneered 
development of a computing system based on 
'Cullinet' software. The construction and 
commissioning of their warehouse has yet to be 
completed. Lanes and Cumbria District have 
taken over an existing warehouse and are 
implementing their Cullinet system. East 
Midlands District and Thameswey District, too, 
are on target for operations this spring. 

In London, South and Centre Areas started 
work as part of a London Regional initiative 
before the MMU was fully established. South 



pioneered and were first to implement the 
'Hoskyns' based computer system, but Centre 
Area (West End District as it will become) is 
perhaps more typical of the District materials 
operations of the future. . 

Centre Area have now implemented four major 
elements of their proposed materials 
management infrastructure: a central warehouse; 
dedicated transport fleet; service point; and 
interim MM computer system. Situated in 
Kentish Town, the warehouse was built in just 
six months and commissioned late in 1984. 
Overall, the site covers some 90,000 sq ft, of 
which 5,600 is office space; 43,000 covered and 
40,000 external storage. 

Transition 

There was a smooth transition to modern 
computer supported operations thanks to the 
expertise of the implementation team and the 
early pioneering work in South Area. One of the 
many functions of the Hoskyns system is the 
production of picking lists for service point 
deliveries - of both job kits pre-assembled at the 
warehouse and of maintenance stock 
replenishments - and these deliveries can be 
made twice daily because of Centre's compact 
geography. 

The first service point itself is located at the 
site of an old section stock 

but the results of 

1mm::m11 
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redesign and refurbishment - which took only 
ten weeks to implement at a cost of less than 
£12,000 - are clear to see. As well as the 
support and control facilities that the Hoskyns 
system provides, the service point boasts 
clearly-defined, well-organised operational 
zones, a variety of modern mechanical aids, and 
comprehensive modern racking and shelving 
systems. But the space occupied is half that 
previously used and there could be further 
reductions in future. 

Operations, too, have improved. Advice notes 
used to be translated into requisitions at the 
stores counter before availability could be 
checked and items selected. Today, the field 
engineer presents his identity card and advice 
note, and the system terminal displays the 
necessary details to issue a pre-assembled kit and 
to record the issue - all in a fraction of the time. 

The LCS programme was not launched on the 
basis of specific percentage reductions or 
improvements because circumstances vary from 
District to District. With the establishment of 
permanent District Materials Management 
Units (DMMUs), the initial programme 
objectives will be replaced by the permanent 
objective to minimise costs and optimise service 
levels. On average, service levels may be as high 
as 95 per cent - higher still for LCS's customers 
- and even without the planned facilities, the 
effort and increased professionalism with 
DMMUs has already raised service levels 
generally above 80 per cent. CD 
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Changes in store 

Below: the Hoskyns 
computer system gives 
bin location details. 
Transaction over -
a storekeeper returns 
the passcard and issues 
a complete kit to 
his customer. 

Mr R Sandford is 
programme integration 
manager in the LCS 
Materials Management 
Unit. 
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Banner produc ts were 
used to convey 
evangelist Billy 
Graham's message to 
the masses on his 
lecture tour of the UK 
last year. 

Building services 
technology is 
expanding rapidly 
and a new Local 
Communications 
Services (LCS) unit 
- British Telecom 
Site Services - has 
been set up 
nationally to handle 
a comprehensive 
range of on-site 
communications 
services. 
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C
. ompetition is growing for British 

Telecom's wiring interests at more than 
25,000 sites across the UK. Customers 

are keen to exploit the boom in new information 
technology products and are demanding more 
sophisticated on-site services for public address, 
intercom, local paging, security and television 
surveillance systems. 

British Telecom Site Services is a new national 
marketing and technical support unit bringing 
together resources and expertise within the 
business to provide these services and products 
commercially. The unit also plans to be in the 
vanguard of developing centralised computer 
control and integrated cabling distribution 
schemes for building services - a strategy which 
follows the example set by US telephone 
companies of providing a complete package of 
telecommunications and wiring related systems 
from a single supplier and maintainer. 

Sile Services also provides design and 
consultancy services and recently won a major 
contract with the Property Services Agency 
(PSA) to design a security scheme for a large site 
which involved over 1 SO closed circuit television 
cameras and a video transmission network. 

Site Services was set up in response to British 

Telecom's new Districts recognising that 
demand from customers for site service products 
was growing and that this was a new revenue 
opportunity which would be particularly 
important as their PABX modernisation 
programme neared completion. The decision to 
enter the market was backed by an independent 
consultancy report which indicated that a 
significant market share could be achieved. 

Market research has also indicated that there 
is a strong demand from customers for British 
Telecom to provide site services and the one 
stop shopping package concept is highly 
attractive. Site Services national marketing is 
strengthened by local knowledge and market 
intelligence which is available in Districts. 

Many Site Services products are a natural 
adjunct to PABXs and can be offered by District 
sales staff to their existing customers as part of 
the switch package. Central purchasing ensures 
high profit margins and District staff can install 
using the same skills and expertise required for 
normal customer premises equipment. 

LCS Marketing have also been concerned 
about the erosion of British Telecom's building 
cabling markets by electrical wiring contractors. 
To meet this competition, Site Services are 



enabling Districts to offer a comprehensive 
package of services with integrated wiring 
schemes which could include power 
distribution. 

It is essential that services for neVJ and 
refurbished buildings are discussed with 
developers at the project conception stage and 
Site Services will co-ordinate this activity 
centrally and take the lead in national product 
marketing. 

Alert system 
A strong technical support team enables the 

unit to offer a design and development capability 
to meet customers' special requirements and 
recent developments have included a store 
detective alert system for Ma(ks and Spencer$ 
based on a standard on-site paging system. 

Site Services have also developed the Banner 
Public Address 1000 series integrated amplifier 
and interface unit, fully approved for connection 
to most modern call-connect systems. The 
Banner on-site paging system has similarly been 
granted approval for use with call-connect 
systems. Compatibility and interlinking of Site 
Services products with network services are 
essential features of Site Services applications. 

A range of standby power systems for 
customer equipment developed by LCS/Energy, 
Transport and Accommodation Department's 
Power Division also feature in the Site Services 
portfolio and a revolutionary track power system 
which has compartments for computer and 
telecoms cabling is available. And Site Services 
together with other headquarters units are now 
looking at products and services to form part of a 
wider portfolio including access control systems 
and alarms. 

Work at British Telecom Research . 
Laboratories, Martlesham on optical fibre 
transmission is a major contribution towards 
installing cable and satellite television networks 
and this will lead to more exciting opportunities 
for compiling a more complete package of 
services for entire buildings. 

British Telecom, with its national salesforce 
promoting Site Services products, can make a 
significant entry into the site services market and 
be seen as a major provider of a comprehensive 
range of services linking in to its 
telecommunications networks. 6) 

Banner call service and 
conference equipment. 
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progress 

Fast communications are 
often a matter of life and 
death in the medical 
world and the Queen 
Victoria Hospital at East 
Grinstead is the first 
hospital in the country to 
be equipped with The 
Page', Banner's on-site 
paging system designed 
for speed and flexibility. 
Here, plastic surgeon 

Roy de Vita reads a 
message on his pager as 
he tours the wards. 
Messages in plain 
English 'scroll' on the 
pager and a variety of 
different codes and 
tones can also be relayed 
by a desk-top keypad in 
the hospital's 
switchboard room. 
When not in use, 

pagers are stored in a 
charging rack above 
which is a wall-mounted 
fully automatic message 
relaying unit. The unit 
can send pre
programmed messages 
to groups or individuals 
at the touch of a button. 

Mr M Drage is marketing 
manager for British 
Telecom Site Services. 
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This map shows the 
areas used by British 
Telecom to test the 
three selected 
advertising campaigns 
described on page 18. 

Cuddly animals are 
now helping British 
Telecom to 
increase Its £3 
b illion a year 
revenue from 
telephone calls. 
The b reak from the 
popular 'It's For 
You' advertising 
campaign followed 
caret ul research to 
find the right 
approach. 
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• 'Animals' 

ALL OTHER TV AREAS 
'It's for you' 

Hello Granny. I've just joined the cubs! 

T
oday, virtuaUy·everyone has access to a 
telephone, either at home (80 per cent of 
households are connected), the office or 

through the vast network of public call boxes. 
But even with the small unit cost - less than six 
pence - the British spend only half the time on 
the telephone that some other Europeans do and 
just one quarter of the time of the Americans. 

The amount of traffic on the network is the 
single most important factor in British 
Telecom's success and even a small percentage 
increase can have a dramatic effect on call 
revenue currently running at more than 
£3 billion a year. Advertising, particularly on 
television, is the most successful way of 
stimulating more telephone calls as proved by 
the memorable Buzby and 'It's For You' 
campaigns. 

But Lo make sme the most successful approach 
was being used, British Telecom embarked on a 
sophisticated testing procedure to find a 
campaign that not only stimulated an immediate 
increase in calls, but also had the potential to 
maintain its performance and convey the real 
and emotional benefits of using the telephone 
both at work and at home. !> 



wil(j! Adrian Hosford 

Fur and feathers in the 
shape of animals and 
birds have become 
television favourites 
throughout the country 
as they bring to life 
British Telecom's most 
recent call stimulation 
campaign. 
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A familiar and popular 
favourite from past 
campaigns was Buzby. 

Mr A J Hosford is 
head of LCS/Advertising 
and Sales Promotion 
Unit. 

The first stage was to 
research in greater depth just 

why people make telephone calls. It was 
found that, apart from the essential fuhctional 

calls, people use the phone to derive personal 
pleasure for themselves and others. This applies 
not only to the domestic market but also to a 
large part of business usage as well. 

People who made more telephone calls tended 
to have larger circles of friends and were more 

gregarious. The research also showed for the 
first rime that there was potential to develop 

usage in both personal and business markets 
through one campaign. 

To probe this opportunity British Telecom 
approached the best advertising agencies in the 
UK, including the KMP Partnership, the 
agency behind 'It's For You' and Buzby. The 
brief to each was the same: to create a single 
campaign addressed to individuals in both 
domestic and business environments, aimed at 
all adults in the UK, but particularly those with 
the greatest potential to call more often. 

Each had to strive to convey the personal 
rewards and values of a call in both domestic and 
business contexts, and increase the relevance of 
the phone to each individual's life. They also 
had to exploit all forms of media, not just 
television, to increase the impact. From the 
initial list of seven agencies, a short list of three, 
including the KMP Partnership, was drawn up. 

More than any other company British Telecom 
has the ability to test its advertising, with a 
sophisticated mixture of qualitative and 
quantitative research, and call logging. 

Qualitative research explores people's 
perceptions and attitudes to using the phone and 
to advertising designed to encourage calling; 
quantitative research establishes and can then 
track consumers' changing attitudes and 
behaviour and call logging equipment on the 
network - installed nationally for the first time 
-·can give a precise picture of calling patterns 
both when advertisements are running, and 
afterwards. 

A typical four-week advertising 
campaign, costing between £1-2 
million, increases the number of 
calls made by between five and 

Classical call advertising effect 

I Advertising period 

12per cent. 
The ettect of a campaign Is 

usually detectable four to six 
weeks afterwards and the extra 
income raised - which far 
exceeds the cost of the 
advertising involved - is 
additional direct profit for the 

Extra calls volume Time 

company because campaigns are timed to make use of spare network capacity. 
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It was decided to test the three different 
campaigns in practice, using the above 
techniques to compare their performances in 

different parts of the country. Test areas were 
carefully selected based on television regions, 

with two 'silent areas' which featured no 
advertising at all to enable a true comparison of 
performances. 

The KMP Partnership, the existing agency, 
had handled call stimulation advertising since 
1976. Their work included both Buzby and 'It's 
For You' and other clients include Carlsberg 
Lager and Pentax cameras. KMP developed a 
campaign to extend the messages of residential 
calling into the business sector as well, and 
created advertisements to run in posters, the 
Press and on radio. 

In the test, two of the existing 'It's For You' 
commercials alternated with two new films and 
were seen across most of the country. The new 
treatments included an oriental Kung Fu fanatic 
rescued from a tricky situation by a phone call 
from his 'honourable father'. The benefits of 
phoning to the business world were illustrated in 
a 'Godfather' style sketch urging business people 
t0 keep in touch with the office or the 'family'. 

Human interest 

Abbott Mead Vickers, a British agency with an 
impressive growth record, proposed a 'slice of 
life' theme built around realistic people in real 
life situations with a high emotional content - a 
similar theme had proved successful for AT&T 
in the United States. The campaign projected 
the emotional benefits of the phone to both 
callers and recipients in a variety of specified call 
situations. All featured powerful human interest 
with a broad appeal and advertisements ran in 
the Yorkshire/Tyne Tees television area with the 
theme 'A call can say it all'. 

The third agency J Walter Thompson, second 
largest in the UK, and highly regarded for its 
professionalism and creativity, chose to use 
animals to help evoke the emotional responses, 
similar to the famous Brooke Bond chimps, the 
Kosset cat, the Dulux dog and the Andrex 
puppies. 

The campaign ran in the Central television area 
in a variety of forms of media. Treatments 
included an ugly duckling who discovered he 
was a swan, a pair of courting camels making up 
after an argument, and a businessman ostrich 
who 'reverses the charge' of his angry.rhino 
manager with a well-timed call. 

At the end of the summer test, the results were 
assessed and combined with historical data. 
There was no doubt about the winner. J Walter 
Thompson's cuddly animals had not only 
captured the imagination and heart of the 
public, but helped to exploit calling 
opportunities more than ever before. 

Part of the initial J Walter Thompson plan 
was to vary the adverts as much as possible, 
providing a wide range of new and fresh 
messages. The agency calculated that there are 
4,367 different animals in the world, so there 
should never be a shortage of variety! Q) 



Exchange fault
finder boosts 
efficiency 
David Salmon and John Horspool 

T 
he advantages to the customer of British 
Telecom's fully digital network in terms 
of increased facilities and greater 

reliability have been well publicised. The 
problem from the service provider's viewpoint is 
that consumers want these facilities now, 
whereas the new systems and services will not be 
nationally available until the end of the decade -
despite the determined efforts being made by 
British Telecom. 

Meanwhile, each British Telecom District still 
relies extensively on the electromechanical 
switching system invented by Almon Strowger, 
a Kansas City undertaker, in the 1870s. 
The system has been a faithful and willing 
workhorse for many years but some exchanges 
are almost 40 years old, which is well beyond 
their design life. The problem is how to 
maintain them to bridge the gap until electronic 
systems arrive and the answer for many British 
Telecom Districts has been Strowger Central 
Office Tester (SCOT), a system manufactured 
by the Bracknell-based automatic test systems 
company, Teradyne. 

As existing Strowger systems grow older, more 
problems tend to occur reducing service 
availability to customers and causing a heavy 
and uneven workload for staff. 

Electromechanical switching systems require a 
high degree of routine preventive maintenance 
but current engineering manpower levels mean 
that a high volume of fault conditions reduces 
the preventive maintenance time and thus more 
faults are generated. 

This is not, of course, a new problem as all 
Strowger systems, with their large number of 
mechanical switches, are prone to wear and 
noise. The problems have been made more 
apparent by the ageing equipment and the high 
level of demand from users. 

In Leicester, a mainframe computer was used 
fo� several years to run 'Computer Aided 
Maintenance Project (CAMP). In addition to 
testing small line samples through the exchanges 
in the area, this system analysed customer 
complaints and service reports, but the increase 
in the numbers of common control exchanges 
made the system redundant. Shortly after this 
Measurement Analysis Centres (MACs) were 
introduced nationally to supercede Telephone 
Service Observations (TSOs). 

MA Cs test a predetermined number of lines 
against predetermined criteria and generate 
statistical results on a daily, weekly and monthly 
basis. The system enabled, for the first time, the 
establishment of maximum fault targets for 
exchanges. MA Cs make a number of tests but 
the most significant from the Strowger 
viewpoint is the percentage of calls which do not 
succeed. A thousand test calls are made and the 
maximum permitted failure rate is one per cent 
or ten calls. 

The advantage of MACs is that British 
Telecom managers can highlight exchanges with 
particularly high failure rates and mark them 
down for further investigation. It is in this 
situation that SCOT is particularly valuable for 
investigating and analysing problem areas. 

SCOT is a microprocessor-based system 
installed in the exchange and connected into it 
by a simple back plate. It can automatically 
originate and terminate test calls on all the t> 
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An automatic 
system which can 
quickly pinpoint 
faults in Strowger 
telephone 
exchanges and 
thereby reduce 
repair times, is now 
being introduced 
extensively 
throughout British 
Telecom. 

Technical officer 
Peter Thompson checks 
SCOT equipment at 
Glenfield exchange 
watched by Paul 
Whistler. 
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Exchange fault-finder 

boosts efficiency 

Mr D Salmon Is 
Operations Group 
Manager in East 
Midlands District 
Operational Services 
Division. 

Mr J Horspool is 
Exchange Unit Manager. 

Authors David Salmon 
(seated) and John 
Horspool study the night 
routine summary display 
on a VDU at a local 
Strowger exchange. 
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possible numbers available through a Strowger 
exchange and report the results via a printout in 
the form of call completion rates. In large 
exchanges, SCOT can be a permanent fixture 
and in the smaller exchanges, typically less than 
5,000 lines, the system can be installed for short 
periods to improve performance. 

During quiet periods, SCOT is programmed to 
test a certain number of lines chosen by 
instructing the system to test only numbers 
ending in certain digits. By varying the digits 
nightly the whole exchange can be tested over a 
short period. During these tests SCOT 
originates and terminates each chosen customer 
line against established criteria and stores the 
data for subsequent analysis. 

Remedial action 

Typically the system will test about 4,000 lines 
in 12 hours but this varies depending on the 
complexity of the tests the technician requires. 
The lines which fail the criteria are then printed 
out for remedial action by service staff. 
The ability of the system to pinpoint faults in 
this way means that the time for repair is thus 
much reduced. When first installed a high 
volume of fault reports are generated many of 
which would not have come to light without the 
testing system but, after this initial hump, fault 
report volumes fall rapidly thus freeing the 
service technicians for preventive, routine 
maintenance. 

East Midlands District was one of the first to 
use SCOT, and results have improved 
dramatically since the system was firsrinstalled 
late in 1984. Many of the smaller exchanges 
which previously were struggling to achieve the 
one per cent failure rate are now attaining 

figures well below this without difficulty and an 
impressive example is at Glenfield where figures 
show a fall in call failures from 1.5 per cent in 
October 1984, to under 0.5 per cent a year later. 
Other smaller exchanges with historical 
problems of reaching targets have achieved 
similar, if not such dramatic, results. 

One of the major problems facing all Strowger 
exchange managers is the reducing pool of 
Strowger expertise. No new technicians are 
being trained in electromechanical technologies 
and erosion by retirement and promotion means 
there are fewer technicians with the basic 
diagnostic and mechanical skills. 

Another serious problem in Strowger 
exchanges is noise and SCOT has been 
enhanced by a field-upgradeable module which 
measures the noise heard by the customer on his 
own line. Broad band noise measurements are 
made as the call progresses either in an 
automatic routine mode or on demand where 
particular lines have been identified as having 
problems. 

SCOT also has a hold-on failure facility which 
enables technicians working alone on small 
exchanges, to program the system to continue 
routine line testing during the day to generate an 
alarm when a fault is found. 

To date 175 SCOT systems have been 
delivered of which 90 have the noise detection 
enhancement. Twenty-one of t he 24 British 
Telecom Districts, have SCOT and it is equally 
widespread throughout London and the Hull 
Telephone Company. Future plans include 
further enhancements which will assist in 
maintaining a good level of service to subscribers 
on Strowger exchanges until the full deployment 
of the digital network. 

.. 

I. 
.... 



Better 
• 

service 

for all at 

sea 
Serinda Hundal 

B
ritish Telecom lnternational's (BTI) 
Assistance, Maritime and Aeronautical 
Radio Executive (AMA) operates one of 

the world's largest maritime radio networks. Its 
operations extend from planning to installation, 
operation and maintenance of its 
communications network. Its major activities 
include provision of: 
* communications to shipping and to offshore 

exploration rigs in the North Sea; 
* air-to-ground radiotelephony service to 

aircraft; 
* support to government departments and 

search-and-rescue organisations on distress 
and safety-at-sea communications; 

* agency services for the Departments of 
Transport and Trade and Industry 
in ships' radio and radar equipment 
surveys and approvals, training of 
equipment surveyors and in 
holding radio officer 
competency 
examinations; 

How maritime satellite 
communications work 

CORNWALL 

* installation and maintenance of 
communications systems 
and consultancy 
services in radio 
communications 
to other British 
Telecom divisions, 
government 
departments and private organisations. 

Global maritime communications are provided 
by high frequency (HF) radio links via 
Portishead Radio Station near Burnham-on-Sea 
in Somerset and by satellite via BTI's lnmarsat 
service through Goonhilly coast earth station in 
Cornwall. 

Communications up to a range of 300 miles at 
sea are provided on medium frequency (MF) 
bands by 11 coastal radio stations around the 
UK coast line. Most MF traffic is generated in 
the North Sea where public communications 
services are augmented by lea d radiotelex 
circuits to oil exploration ri and their support 
vessels. 

Vessels up to a range 
also have access to a r iotelephony service o 
very high frequenc VHF) bands available 
through 34 radio ations around the UK c ast 
line of which 2 are remotely controlled. 

AMA provi es a wide variety of service and 
the mix is eh that it can meet the .diffe ent 
commun· ations requirements of differ nt types 
of shiP. which range from small corn rcial 
fishi boats, tugs and pleasure craft deep sea 
car o and passenger ships, supertan rs and oil 

ploration rigs. 
Telecommunications equipment arried on 

board ships tends to be equally va ied and for 
many years was largely dictated the statutory 
carriage requirements for radiot ephony and 
radiotelegraphy equipment wh· h must be fitted 
to meet international 'Safety o Life At Sea' 
regulations and by limitation of technology. I> 

Despite the decline 
in the world 
shipping fleet, 
demand for more 
advanced maritime 
communications 
services is 
increasing. British 
Telecom 
International (BTI) 
is responding by 
enhanci g existing 
service 
introdu ing new 
ones an improving 
the met ods of 
providi g them. 

Telex 

National and 
International Networks 

Goonhilly coast 
earth station 

Telephone 

Facsimile 
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:BTl/MR COAST STATION 

.CENTRALISATION 

Later, as international trading became 
- · increasingly sophisticated, the need for long 

range ship-to-shore communications became 
apparent Ships began to install additional 

telecommunications equipment to widen the use 
of radiotelephony, radiotelex and morse 
telegraphy. With this came a growth in maritime 
traffic of which AMA's coast radio stations, with 
their ability to provide a high quality operator 
service, were handling a significant proportion. 
And because of the technological developments 
in land-based telecommunications products and 
services which have transformed international 
communications, the maritime community has 
begun to expect a similar degree of 
sophistication in ship and shore 
communications. 

"DISTRIBUTED OPERATIONAL 

CONTROL (D.O.C.) NETWORK 

Main 0.0.C. 

Distress watch 

WT Control 

Control Existing __ _ 

Pre-o.o.c. 

Manned or partly 
manned stations 

Remotley controlled 
outstations 

• 

• 

AMA's response has been an acceleration in its 
programme of innovating its services. In 1983, 

for instance, it introduced a maritime satellite 
service which now provides a range of facilities 
from automatic ship-to-shore telephony to 56 

kbit/s high-speed data. 
Two years later, AMA accounts for nearly SO 

per cent of the total maritime satellite traffic in 
the Atlantic Ocean Region which, in the 
Inmarsat space segment context, stretches from 
the east coast of Africa to just west of the 
Panama Canal. Within this area - which 
includes the Red Sea, the Mediterranean, the 
North American routes, the Caribbean and the 
Panama Canal - are nearly 70 per cent of the 
world's shipping movements. 

Worldwide 

In the last two years, telephone traffic passing 
through Goonhilly coast earth station and the 
terrestrial coast radio stations has increased by 
56 per cent and telex traffic by 86 per cent. 

There is also still a significant use of the more 
conventional HF, MF and VHF radio services 
and to meet the requirements of this sector, 
AMA's programme of innovation has led to the 
automation of its long-range and medium-range 
radiotelex service, trials with a medium-speed 
data service on MF and VHF and 
implementation of a coastal radio station 
network rationalisation scheme known as 
Distributed Operational Control (see map). 

The automatic radiotelex service enables direct 
dialling from ships to any UK number and 
virtually to all international customers on BTI's 
international direct dialled telex network via 
Portishead Radio Station. Although the 
switching and transmission system has been 
automated, an enquiry point at the station 
enables shore and ship-based customers to obtain 
operator assistance on general queries or specific 
operational problems. 

A unique watchkeeping facility also encourages 
ships to file information on their frequency 
working in the Portishead computer to enable 
the automatic system to send telex messages on 
to the ship almost immediately. 



AMA is also currently market testing data 
communications facilities on radio channels in 
the 2MHz band and coupling these channels to 
specially designed modems handling data up to a 
speed of2.4 kbit/s. Data trials with commercial 
VHF channels have demonstrated the feasibility 
of computer-to-computer communications 
allowing shipboard micros to communicate 
directly via the VHF data services to other 
shore-based micros or databases accessible via 
British Telecom packet switch systems. 

But perhaps the most strategic move by AMA 

to exploit its radio communications capacity to 
the full has been the development of 
air-to-ground telephony service for aircraft. This 
service operates on HF simplex channels and 
allows calls to be made from airborne craft to all 
countries on BTI's international telephone 
network. AMA is also evaluating aeronautical 
communications services in the UHF bands and 
via the Inmarsat system. C> 

British Telecom Journal 
Winter 1985/86 

Aerial Vat Goonhilly 
coast earth station -
used by BTl's lnmarsat 

Portishead Radio station 
near Burnham in 
Somerset provides 
wireless telegraphy, 
radio telex and radio 
telephony services for 
shipping all over the 
world. 

Below: An operator at 
Portishead Radio 
connects a ship-to-shore 
radio telephone call. 

Below, left: Research is 
a vital element in AMA's 
activities. Here an 
engineer works on a 
drive unit interface for a 
radio station 
transmitter. 
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Better service for 
all at sea 

Right: A ship fitted with 
the equipment 
necessary for 
communication by 
satellite. 

Dr S Hundal is head of 
marketing and 
forecasting in 
Assistance, Maritime 
and Aeronautical 
Executive, BTI. 

Below: Riggers from 
AMA played a major role 
in the installation of 
satellite dishes at BTl's 
London Teleport. 
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The other major AMA project, Distributed 
Operational Control (DOC), is a traffic 
management scheme with which it will be 
possible to balance the manning of c

·
oast stations 

anywhere in the station network to the overall 
traffic load and to respond more quickly to 
changes in demand. 

The scheme, which will be introduced during 
the next year or so, will maintain the present 
high quality of service, but in providing the 
maximum amount of flexibility to traffic 
management, will make the provision of service 
to the customer more cost-effective and efficient. 
Under the DOC scheme, the commercial 
communications facilities of all coastal radio 
stations will be controlled via a central processor 
at Portishead Radio although provisions will be 
made for local control. 

Consultancy 
The contact that AMA had with the customer 

has not only been confined to a provision of 
service from its coastal radio stations and its 
Goonhilly earth station. Over the years, it has 
also offered a consultancy service to government 
departments, private organisations and to 
overseas telecommunications administrations. 

In the 75 years that AMA has operated radio 
communications it has built up expertise in 
operational radio engineering which makes it 
unique. It plans, designs, constructs and 
maintains external and internal equipment at its 
coastal radio stations. As a result, it has 
accumulated a wealth of experience in aerial 

construction and maintenance, coastal radio 
station design, equipment and management, 
radio equipment design and construction and 
radio systems research and development. 

AMA has, for instance, responsibility for aerial 
systems throughout the UK carrying from very 
low frequency (VLF) to ultrahigh frequency 
(UHF). These include not only systems AMA 
operates for public and private communications 
services, but also for other British Telecom 
departments and external organisations. Rigging 
aerials for Cellnet's mobile cellular radio 
network is a prime example. 

AMA is also skilled in the assembly of small 
and medium-sized satellite dish aerials for 
commercial communications and broadcasting 
systems. Dishes for BTI's SatStream service and 
satellite dishes at BTI's London Teleport were 
assembled by AMA riggers. 

Much of the advanced equipment at radio 
stations is designed and built in AMA's own 
electronic and mechanical workshops. Control 
and switching systems, radio transmitters and 
components for aerial systems and other radio 
station equipment are a few examples of the 
items constructed 'in-house'. 

AMA's offering ofconsultancy service in radio 
communications is clear indication that it seeks 
optimum return from its investment in 
personnel, physical, technical and financial 
resources and it will be well able to meet the 
challenges that lie ahead. Ci) 



New 

look 

for 

London 

M
ajor changes in the structure of British 
Telecom's operations in London will 
see the creation of six new-style 

Districts to replace the existing 11 telephone 
areas in April. 

The Chief Executive will remain at the centre 
with about 50 staff and a new and unique 
organisation will be set up to provide those 
paid-for services which can be carried out more 
economically from a central point. 

Known as the London Service Organisation, 
this new body will provide common and 
London-wide services to the new Districts and 
the BTL Territory headquarters. It will charge 
Districts for its services and will be accountable 
to the Chief Executive for the efficiency of its 
activities. 

The organisation will provide finance 
development, recruitment, computing services 
and there will also be units concerned with 
network planning and engineering and . 
operational support. It is also intended that the 
organisation should be responsible for the 
management of London's operator services. 

The basic work of British Telecom London -
installing equipment, providing support services 
and billing customers - will continue. But the 
reorganisation, one of the biggest in London's 
history, will affect all staff as the process of 
devolution of work and authority to the new 
Districts continues. The aim, however, is that 
customers and the business as a whole benefit 

from improved efficiency and service. 
South Central and Centre areas will be known 

as Westminster District and West End District 
respectively. The other two inner London areas 
- North Central and City - will link up as City 
of London District. 

The existing North and East areas - from 
Hatfield to U pminster - will combine to form 
the Northern London District. North West and 
West areas will come together as the Western 
London District. 

The southern halfofthe region - South West, 
South and South East areas - will join forces as 
the Southern London District, stretching from 
Weybridge in the west to Farningham in the 
east, and Putney in the north to Redhill in the 
south. 

The reorganisation has been designed to 
achieve a number of key objectives, the most 
important being to improve service to customers 
in London. The new Districts will be in a better 
position to carry out the LCS business strategy 
more effectively and District managers will have 
more scope in the long term development as well 
as the day to day running of their businesses. Q) 

London's new top management team 

City of 
London 

penys 
Bennett 

Deputy Chief 
Executive 

Bob Stroud 

West End 

David 
Milford 

Chief 
Executive 

Brian Rigby 

Finance 
Malcolm 
Holladay 

District general managers 

Westminster 

Len 
Batchelor 

-
Northern 
London 

Mike 
Grabiner 

-

-

Personnel 

Janet Boud 

Southern 
London 

Colin 
Edmonds 

-
Western 
London 

Jonn 
Davies 

Following the 
reorganisation of 
British Telecom 
into Territories and 
Districts 
throughout the 
country, sweeping 
changes are about 
to be made in 
London to bring 
BT's business 
closer to the needs 
of the capital's 
customers. 

-
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London 
Service 

Organisation 

Chris 
Seymour 



The old adage that 
'things either 
happen by accident 
or by design' 
illustrates the 
importance of the 
work of British 
Telecom's 
Corporate Design 
Unit which exists to 
ensure that 
wherever the 
company 
expresses itself 
visually, as little as 
pos.sible happens 
by accident. 

Above: Design Unit has 
sole responsibility for 
the development and 
application of the 
corporate identity 
wherever it appears. 

Above right: Designer 
Malcolm Brown selects 
slides for a presentation 
on the role of corporate 
identity in business. 

Right: A major interior 
design project was 
carried out at the 
Telecom Tower. 

Below: An example of 
Design Unit's 
promotional work was 
the livery of this lorry 
used in the Nationwide 
Faraday Lecture tour on 
telecommunications. 
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D
esign Unit, which is part of Corporate 
Relations Department based at the 
British Telecom Centre in central 

London, has the task of developing an overall 
design philosophy for the organisation and the 
strategies needed to apply it. The job requires a 

continuous monitoring of the company's 
structure and an awareness to ensure that its 
identity is responsive to changing needs. 

More tangibly, the unit produces a series of 
identity leaflets which cover everything from 
how to apply the livery on a van to how a board 



.. 

member's stationery should look. In addition, 
the unit publishes technical manuals on subjects 
like signposting systems, as well as the main 
corporate identity manual soon to be re-issued 
in revised form. 

But the unit is not only concerned with 
enforcing the minutiae of design detail 
required by any large organisation. While this is 
an important aspect of its work, there is also a 
great deal to be done before a publication can 
even be considered. 

So why is this all taken so seriously? What is it 
about corporate identity that is so important to 
British Telecom? 

Every organisation has a corporate identity. An 
identity is simply what an organisation thinks of 
itself in terms of attitudes, sense of direction and 
status. The visual aspects of identity - the logos, 
symbols and colours - help the company to 
communicate these corporate beliefs but if the 
elements are applied inconsistently or if ad-ho·c 
alterations are permitted, then the organisation 
will appear to be confused about itself and 
lacking in purpose. 

Liberalisation 

British Telecom's identity has undergone 
radical change over the past five years and the 
liberalisation of the telecommunications market 
and the flotation of the company into private 
ownership placed a new set of demands on 
British Telecom's methods and structure. 

The rise of marketing as the 'leading edge' 
management skill is an example of one of the 
more significant and permanent changes. 
Corporate design has a vital role to play in 
marketing to help the company both advance 
and be recognised. 

Two important ingredients of continued 
commercial success in the competitive arena are 
'presence' and 'credibility'. If a company does 
not use its identity at every opportunity and use 
it consistently, then its presence in the market 
place will be reduced. Customers must be aware 
of British Telecom and that requires 'presence' 
and if they are going to buy, they must have 
confidence in the products and services on offer: 
this requires 'credibility'. 

One company who has recognised this is IBM. 
IBM have always used their identity with great 
conviction and relentless consistency. Very few 
people in the West have not heard of them and 
most know what they do. IBM's identity and the 
way it is used says: "We know what we are, 
what we are doing and where we are going." 
This combination of confidence and presence 
has been fundamental to IBM's market 
leadership. 

Presence and credibility are vital for British 
Telecom. The repeated exposure of its name and 
image helps to present to the public the fact that 
it is more than just 'the phone company'. The 
level and range of expertise is an important 
factor in generating confidence in all its new 
products and services. 

As a privately owned company the confidence 
of investors is very important. If the image is 
allowed to break down then it would appear that 
the company was fragmenting. Its presence 
would be reduced because the public would not 
be able to recognise its activities. 

As British Telecom is now a public limited 
company it is essential to capitalise on its name 
and image as a valuable business asset. Any 
changes, however subtle, to the corporate logo 
and symbol can have detrimental effects. 

The precise form of the company name, the 
precise drawing of the logo and symbol are all 
registered and legally protected. If individual 
business units deviate from the registered form 
in any way then the company's claim to 
exclusive use is weakened. 

Corporate Design Unit works closely with the 
Intellectual Properties Division to ensure that 
British Telecom's position is kept strong and 
that any new product or service names are 
protected from abuse in the same way. 

Design Unit's task is growing more complex all 
the time. Each new development has to be 
judged against an extensive overview of what the 
business and the market place is doing. This is 
not the place for guesswork, no matter how well 
inspired. The unit is the only body authorised to 
develop British Telecom's identity and its 
constructive, professional advice costs nothing 
but a little time. Mistakes cost a lot more! 6) 
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recognised ! 

A selection of the new 
phone book covers 
commissioned by 
Design Unit from 
well-known illustrators . 

Mr C Bourne is head of 
interior and information 
design within Corporate 
Design Unit. 
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PUT TO THE TEST 
This two-part feature looks at a new electromagnetic 
compatibility testing laboratory in Birmingham and the 
equipment approvals process carried out by an 
independent test house within British Telecom. 

Interference-the 
unseen menace 
Brian Jones 

T 
he electromagnetic spectrum is becoming 
ever more crowded with the increasing 
allocation of frequencies to licensed 

broadcasts. Also, the growing use of electrical 
and electronic equipment generates energy 
which may propagate as electromagnetic waves. 
This can 'pollute' the environment, possibly 
causing disturbance to authorised transmissions. 

Equipment must be designed to operate 
harmoniously with the environment in which it 
works. The problems caused by failure to meet 
this criterion are apparent everyday, from 
crackles on the hi-fi when electric light switches 
are operated, to interference on car radios when 
unsuppressed motor cycles are adjacent. More 
seriously, errors, data corruption, and even 
complete system crashes can be caused by radio 
frequency interference - either radiated, or 
conducted via power or sig·nal leads. 

Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) is the 
ability of equipment to operate in its intended 
environment, without emitting electromagnetic 
energy which will degrade the operation of other 
equipment or systems, or suffering degradation 
itself from the electromagnetic emissions of 
other equipment or systems. EMC is a relatively 
new term which encompasses the correct term 
Radio Frequency Interference (RFI). There is, 
however, an important difference: EMC is 
desirable but RFI is not! 

Lack of EMC is usually apparent by problems 
encountered with the ' victim' equipment, and 
the source of the problem is usually termed the 
'culprit'. The 'coupling path' between the two 
may carry conducted or radiated intereference -
or a combination, such as radiated interference 
picked up by a signal lead, and conducted into 
the equipment. 

One method of reducing the problem is to limit 
the spurious radio frequency•power generated by 
culprit equpment, through legislation. Such 
legislation exists for certain equipment: for 
example, the Statutory Instrument which calls 
up the British Standard BS 800 limits emissions 
from equipment such as electrical household 
appliances and tools 'and other electrical 
equipment causing similar interference'. 

The recently issued BS 6527 provides similar 
limits for data processing and electronic office 
equipment - covering many British Telecom 
systems. This specification, in slightly updated 
form, may be expected to be legally enforced in 
the UK within the next three years. 
Performance requirements for the 'victim' 
equipment immunity to interference are not 
likely to be covered by legislation in the 
foreseeable future, and this is an area where 
'buyer beware' still applies. 

Environment 

British Telecom, as an enlightened purchaser 
and supplier of equipment, is keen to ensure that 
its. equipment is electromagnetically compatible 
with the environment in which it will work, and 
that it conforms with legislation. Such 
performance is not achieved by accident. It must 
be designed in during the equipment 
developinent or - usually a more costly solution 
- modifications must be made to the finished 
product. 

The performance of equipment is verified by 
testing, either to national or international 
standards, or the customer's requirements. In 
the USA, emission testing is normally 
performed on 'open field' sites which are, as the 
name implies, simply open air sites, but having[> 
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Opposite page: 
The new Birmingham 
laboratory has its own 
anechoic chamber 
which is used as an 
alternative to 
'open field' sites to 
ensure that equipment 
conforms to standard 
test requirements. 

� Materials and 
\l) Components 

British Telecom's 
Materials and 
Components 
Centre (MCC) is 
now able to test 
items ranging from 
small terminals to 
main exchange 
switchi_ng 
equipment for 
electromagnetic 
compatibility - an 
increasingly 
important factor in 
telecommunica
tions development. 

� Materials and 
\l) Components 
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Mr B Jones is head of 
the Electromagnetic 
Compatibility and 
Circuit Protection group 
at the Materials and 
Components Centre in 
Birmingham. 

Technical officer 
Don Malin sets up an 
automated test run to 
check radiated 
emissions. 
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particular characteristics of electromagnetic 
wave propagation. 

Although one such test site exists in the UK, 
the variable weather can cause delays or 
cancellation to testing, and it is more difficult to 
find a site with sufficiently low background 
electromagnetic energy. An open field site is also 
not suitable for radiated susceptibility testing, 
since the high field strengths which must be 
generated may cause problems to other 
electronic equipment in the vicinity, and would 
constitute an unauthorised broadcast! 

An alternative to open field site is a radio 
frequency screened anechoic chamber and, 

recognising the need for such an EMC test 
facility throughout British Telecom, 
Development and Procurement Division's 
Materials and Components Centre have built 
such a chamber at the laboratory site in 
Birmingham. The facility consists of a test 
chamber, with two smaller measurement rooms. 

The test chamber consists of a radio frequency 
shielded room, lined on the walls and ceiling 
with radio frequency absorping wedges. The 
floor is ground-plane reflecting and functions in 
the same way as an open field site, but without 
the problems caused by open-air testing. 
Radiated susceptibility measurement can also be 
performed. The test chamber has usable internal 
dimensions of6.l mx4.25 mx3.65 m. It can 
accommodate equipment ranging from 
telephones and desk top computers to a suite of 
switching er transmission equipment. 

Attenuation 

One of the small chambers houses the 
measuring equipment, and the other can be used 
for any 'driving' equipment needed to ensure 
that the equipment under test functions in its 
normal manner. Each room is shielded from the 
others and the outside world - the attenuation 
between rooms and to the outside being in 
excess of 106 dB over the range 10 kHz to 1,000 
MHz. All supplies to the facility arc filtered. 

The test chamber is directly correlatable to the 
NBS open field site in the USA which is used 
for compliance testing to Federal 
Communications Commission (FCC) 
requirements. Conducted and radiated emissions 
can be measured to British Standards, the 
German VDE specifications, the USA standards 
(FCC and Military), !EC recommendations, or 
customers' requirements, over the range 10 kHz 
to 1,000 MHz. 

Conducted and radiated suceptibility can be 
measured in accordance with International 
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) 
recommendations, US Military specifications or 
customers' requirements over the same 
frequency range, up to a field strength of 10 V /m. 

But the work is not limited to testing and 
reporting. The laboratory is available to offer 
suggestions on improving the EMC of 

· equipment which fails to meet requirements, 
and can also advise at the equipment design 
stage. Advice can also be offered on techniques 
to reduce the case with which the interference 
couples into the victim, by using shielding 
techniques or appropriate filtering. 

Although the laboratory opened only last year, 
a wide variety of equipment, from point-of.sale 
terminals through small PABXs to transmission 
equipment and main exchange switching 
equipment, has already been tested. As most of 
this equipment has not been designed to meet 
emerging EMC requirements, it is not 
surprising that many of the results show 
non-compliance. It is however only by such 
evaluations, and subsequent remedial work, that 
British Telecom equipment will perform 
reliably and meet new statutory obligations. CD 



T
he last ten years have seen a dramatic 
upheaval within the United Kingdom 
telecommunications market. Before the 

introduction of the British Telecommunications 
Act in 1981, British Telecom operated what is 

best described as a benevolent monopoly 
whereby over 10,000 types of apparatus were 
granted approval - significantly more than any 
other European country. 

British Telecom has, in fact, evaluated 
products for connection to the network since the 
1950s when manufacturers were first allowed to 
supply direct to the customer such apparatus as 
modems, answering machines, public address 
systems, call loggers, attachments to private 
circuits, P.e,.Xs and large PABXs. 

The 1981 Act was the initial step in a move 
away from British Telecom writing standards, 
evaluating products and finally granting 
approval. It was essentially enabling legislation 
to permit the Government to formally liberalise 
virtually the whole of the telecommunications 
market. 

As a result, the market opened up and products 
which had p,reviously only been available on 
rental terms from British Telecom, could be 
bought from a whole range of suppliers. On the 
other hand, the Act also gave the opportunity to 
compete against traditional suppliers in certain 
markets which had previously been banned. In 
short, liberalisation necessitated a change in the 
approval process. 

The nature of the changes necessitated long 
term goals rather than sweeping short term 
effect and to hasten the process, British Telecom 
played an important role in the instigation of the 
new standards. It also aided the new 
independent body set up by the Government -
the British Approvals Board for 
Telecommunications (BABT) - by providing its 
own modernised laboratories and undertaking 
testing on an agency basis. 

The preparation of British Standards 
Institution (BSI) standards has involved 
extensive discussions by committees, comprising 
representatives from the telecommunications 
industry, trade associations, user organisations, 
the Government and British Telecom. Standards 
must be designated by the Secretary of State for 
Trade and Industry, or the Director of the C> 
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Technician Ray Beard 
adjusts the artificial 
ear piece on the 
equipment used to test 
telephone handsets. 

People who buy 
telecomunications 
equipment are 
familiar with the 
green spots and red 
triangles which 
signify whether 
products are 
approved or not. 
The approval 
process has 
changed 
dramatically in 
recent years and is 
now carried out 
independently but 

. British Telecom 
maintains its 
involvement 
through its 
Teleprove 
laboratories in 
central London. 

Evaluation technician 
Micky Devett takes 
oscilloscope readings 
during a telex test 
programme. 
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The apparatus of 
approval 

One of Teleprove's 
computerised evaluation 
laboratories. 

Mr A G Cockburn is 
Teleprove's marketing 
manager. 
Ms C S Davies is a 
former Teleprove 
marketing manager now 
working for National 
Networks Trunk 
Services. 
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Office of Telecommunications (Oftel). It should 
be noted that the designated standards are the 
mandatory requirements but that standards are 
published before designation and may be used to 
hasten the approvals process. Because the 
process has taken longer than originally planned, 
British Telecom standards have continued to be 
used and Government (Department of Trade 
and Industry) standards drafted, as an interim 
measure. The majority of the interim standard 
for cordless telephones was written by British 
Telecom. 

BSI standards are under preparation for 
different product types, general network 
requirements and product facility requirements. 
They set out the electrical characteristics 
necessary for correct interworking with the 
network and have three main aims: 
* to ensure that apparatus connected to either 

British Telecom or Hull City Corporation 
networks has no adverse effects on the 
service available to others; 

* to protect both users and personnel operating 
the network from hazards which might arise; 

* to ensure that such things as telex are 
compatible with both the network and other 
equipment so that satisfactory end-to-end 
performance can be maintained. 

The aims are not necessarily the same as the 
old British Telecom standards which often 
included operational considerations. For 
example, the evaluation of PABXs now tests 
compliance with safety, signalling and 
transmission but in the past, maintenance and 
rhe actual working of the product were 
considered too. 

Another difference is the need for BSI 
standards to be applied objectively by an 
independent authority. BABT need to be able to 
make clear decisions as to whether products 
comply with the standards and can be approved. 
When British Telecom was applying its own 
standards to its own network, there was no 
reason why professional engineering judgement 
could not be exercised in assessing the overall 
effect that products would have on the network. 

The role of Teleprove has evolved to match 
this different environment. Teleprove is no 
longer British Telecom's independent approvals 
authority as it was when part of Regulatory 
Affairs but still remains at the forefront of the 

approvals process. It is now a test house for both 
BABT and the Government, and, as a condition 
of the British Telecom Licence and necessary for 
its own credibility, it is an independent centre 
within the company. 

Testing is carried out to all UK statutory 
telecommunications standards, as part of the 
evaluation process for approval. The standards, 
whether British Telecom Technical Guides, 
British Standards or Interim Standards have all 
benefited from substantial contributions from 
Teleprove's expertise. 

Products tested include PABXs, Key 
Telephone Systems, telephones and modems, 
Data Terminal Equipment, telex and power 
supply units, answering ma\:hines, call loggers, 
and all other PABX attachments, as well as 
apparatus for connection to the digital networks. 

The diverse and unique role played by 
Teleprove within the telecommunications 
market requires it to have substantial resources. 
There are over 80 highly qualified technicians 
and engineers and two main purpose-built test 
centres. Investment in testing resources alone 
has accounted for well over £1 million and is 
continually rising. 

Teleprove also offers compliance testing to 
certain non-statutory standards, for such things 
as teletex services and parts of the new standard 
for digital and private networks - DPNSSl .  
Teleprove envisages a heavy involvement with 
information technology in the future and will 
adapt to best serve future market needs. 

· The organisation now offers its resources on a 
consultancy basis to aid suppliers through the 
aprovals process. This can be in the form of 
explaining the present regulatory and approvals 
regime, advising on and interpreting standards 
and carrying out pre-evaluation testing in its 
laboratories. 

Teleprove is actively involved in expanding its 
service to cover both Europe and the USA. This 
would allow interpretation of foreign standards 
and policies and pre-evaluation testing within 
the UK, with the obvious benefits for UK 
manufacturers of removing one of the hurdles to 
their exporting of telecommunications 
apparatus. Teleprove now has the capability to 
test certain products to the north European 
standards and the capacity is continually 
expanding. CD 
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Interest grows in 
'I 

David Thoms 

S
ince its launch early last year (see British 
Telecom Joumal autumn 1984) Voicebank 
has grown to attract more than 2000 

customers from a wide range of industries and 
has now grown into a separate unit within 
British Telecom Mobile Communications. 

Basically, Voicebank is a computer messaging 
system through which a customer can send or 
receive verbal messages. It can also be used as a 
telephone information provider for businesses 
where the supply of up-to-date information is 
vital. 

The service consists of a telephone number and 
a pocket-sized keypad. Each customer is 
allocated a unique telephone number or 

'mailbox' and only callers knowing that 
number can use the system. The onus is, 
therefore, on the customer to pass on or 
publish his or her own number . 

1f vo1cEBANKj' 
L 

After dialling the mailbox number the caller 
listens to the pre-recorded greeting from the 
subscriber and leaves a message. Customers find 
it sophisticated and flexible and can use the 
service as a round-the-clock computer messaging 
system which is accessible from any telephone 
almost anywhere in the world. 

A keypad is used to input commands into the 
computer and the customer can listen to, repeat, 
delete or save his messages. Keypad retrieval 
ensures confidentiality because each customer is 
given a unique password and only those 

knowing the password can access the 
computer to retrieve the messages. 

If, however, the customer 
requires others to listen to his 
messages as well, he can also 

have a 'retrieve-only' facility. 

//////////////////////// 

Voicebank, British 
Telecom's voice 
messaging system 
now offers a new 
package of 
facilities and is 
being extended to 
cover major cities 
throughout the UK. 

A Voicebank customer 
uses his keypad to 
check whether he has 
any messages 
to retrieve. 
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The facility dispenses with the need for a 
keypad and enables anyone knowing the mailbox 
number to retrieve messages. A second 
telephone number is allocated to the customer 
and messages can be listened to simply by 
dialling this number. It is, therefore, suitable for 
those who rarely need to change their greeting 
and who do not require the confidentiality of the 
password-protected retrieval system. A keypad is 
also unnecessary when using a telephone with 
DTMF4 tone signalling. 

Voicebank's new package 
The facilities which are new to London 
customers but which are part of the total 
package for the regions are all designed to 
strengthen Voicebank's function as a business 
efficiency aid. They include: 
• A 'broadcast' facility which enables a 

customer to leave a message in more than 
one mailbox. For example, a sales manager 
can leave the same message in each of the 
sales force's mailboxes without having to 
make individual calls. 

• 'Message re-direction' which offers a 
means of transferring a message from one 
mailbox to another. For example, Caller A 
can leave a message In B's mailbox. 
B listens to it and passes it on to C with 
comments added if required. 

• 'Future delivery' which enables customers 
to send messages to colleagues or friends 
which will be delivered into the receiver's 
mailbox at a specified time and date in the 
future. This is particularly relevant for 
colleagues going on holiday or away on 
businees. 

• 'Message delivery check' which enables a 
customer to check whether a message has 
actually been accessed and listened to by 
the recipient. A second 'high security' 
password can also be included for 
Voicebank customers whose messages are 
confidential. In addition to the seven digit 
identity number, a password of up to eight 
digits can be selected and input by the 
customer to ensure that no-one else can 
access the message either by error or 
intent. This password can be changed by 
the customer at any time. 

"01cESANK IN 
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Voicebank's second major function is as an 
information provider. Instead of a greeting, a 
detailed message can be left on the mailbox in 
the form of an announcement. As this does not 
take up staff time or existing telephone lines, 
this function is ideal for a wide range of 
businesses where up-to-date information is 
required. Up to ten callers can simultaneously 
lisLen to the information and each will hear the 
message from the beginning to the end. 

Potential users include: 
*travel agents, coach operators and airlines who 

need to advertise late sales details; 
*large industrial companies who need to 

announce duty rosters so that staff can check 
their shifts without taking up supervisors' time; 

*organisers of sports events or conferences for 
details of matches, results or timings for 
seminars. 
Voicebank technology is totally integrated into 

the other areas ofBritish Telecom's mobile 
communications - paging and cellphones. A 
mailbox can be linked to a radiopager so that the 
customer is paged almost at once when a 
message is left. The system can also be linked to 
a cellphone so that if the cellphone is not 
answered within a preset number of rings, the 
caller can be diverted into Voicebank and then 
be paged. 

The service currently costs around £40 per 
quarter to rent plus an initial payment of £10 to 
set the customer's details up un the Voicebank 
computer. The first keypad unit is provided free 
and all charges are added to the customer's 
telephone bill. 

The price includes a mailbox which holds 48, 
one-minute messages which are stored for 72 
hours but the system can be modified according 
to the customer's needs. A retrieve-only number 
costs an additional £5 per quarter.© 



You can carry a whole 
measuring system in your 
pockets when you use 
Wandel & Goltermann 
instruments. Private circuit 
line-up is made even easier 
by using a complete 
generator-receiver setup 
housed in super lightweight 
cases. 

First in the field and world 
leaders in the design of 
pocket level meters including 
the smallest ever 
psophometer, Wandel & 
Goltermann offer a 

Pocket a whole 
m · asuring system. 

comprehensive 
range of instruments 

for the critical 
measurement and the 

monitoring of telephone 
and data circuits. 

Also included in the range is 
a pocket-sized optical power 
meter. 

Each instrument weighs 
around 500 grams and is of 
robust construction for field 
use. Features include 
automatic digital level 
readings with 0.1 dB 
resolution and Nicad or dry 
batteries with alternative 
a.c. adaptor/charger. 

The name for 

Wideband Level Meters: 

PM-10: 80Hz to 20kHz, -50 
to +10dBm, internal 820Hz 

test level generator. PM-20: 
15Hz to 20kHz, -50 to 
+30dBm, 0 to 1 OOV d.c. 
PMP-20: CCllT weighting 
filter, -85 to +10dBm. 

Level Generators: 

PS-10: 200Hz to 4kHz, 10 
fixed frequencies, 
sweepable. PS-20: 20Hz to 
20kHz, 30 fixed frequencies, 
level settings in 0.1dB steps. 

Optical Power Meter: 

OLP-1: 850, 1300, 1550nm, 
-60 to +3dBm. 

laboratories, broadcast and 
recording studios, test 
departments as well as in 
field service, Wandel & 
Goltermann pocket-sized 
level measuring instruments 
offer many useful advantages. 

Write or telephone for 
information on the complete 
range. 

Wandel& 

Goltermann Ltd. 
Progress House 
412 Greenford Road 

Greenford 

For a great variety of problem- Tel: 01-575 3020 
Middlesex UB6 9AH mJ 

free measurements in Telex: 934489 

measurement. 
• 

precise 
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NATIONAL EXTENSION COLLEGE 

Report Writing for 
British Telecom staff 
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A new course for any BT personnel who need to write informative, organised and 
effective reports. 

• based on a specially prepared distance learning text which you can work on in 

your own time 
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Report Writing is a skill in increasing demand. It needn't be a # # �V' (J "'O . . �o� '?> <f 
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Rewards 
for top 
young 
workers 

T
he 'outstanding' qualities of young 
apprentices at British Telecom's research 
laboratories at Martlesham, near 

Ipswich, have been highlighted in the BTRL 
Apprentice of the Year Awards. 

A number of young men and women have been 
honoured for both their technical achievements 
and their approach to work during the past year. 
The awards, presented by Mr Bill Jones, Chief 
Executive, Technology, reflect the importance 
which British Telecom places on training and on 
fostering talent for the future. 

Distinctions 

Apprentice of the Year was Mark Harris who is 
currently working on fibre optic transmissions 
and in the final year of his apprenticeship. 
Mark, who was also the best apprentice in his 
group in 1984, joined the company with eight 
0-levels and obtained his Business Technical 
Education Council certificate in electronics with 
15 distinctions and five merit grades. Now in his 
first year of study for his higher BTEC 
certificate, he has gaim:d distinctions in all seven 
subjects and his laboratory appraisements have 
been judged well above average. 

Winner of the first year apprentice award was 
Miles Wilkins, who joined Martlesham with 11 
0-levels. He gained several distinctions and 
merit grades in his electronics course and 
obtained an 'outstanding' appraisement for his 
laboratory training period. 

Laboratory 

Second year winner was Lisa Lakey, who 
joined with nine 0-levels and last year gained 
her BTEC certificate in electronics with 
distinctions in all the essential subjects. She has 
made steady progress in laboratory work. 

Excellent laboratory work and steady progress 
generally helped Jane Fulcher to win the third 
year award. Jane obtained her BTEC certificate 
in electronics with merit grades and completed 
the first year of her higher certificate with merit 
grades and one distinction. CD 

Apprentice of the Year 
Mark Harris operates 
titanium vacuum 
coating equipment. 

Above: Second year 
apprentice award winner 
Lisa Lakey sets up a 
diffusion furnace for 
preparing optical 
devices. 

Centre: First year top 
apprentice Miies Wilkins 
operates a 
microprocessor training 
aid. 

Below: Third year winner 
Jane Fulcher, works at 
a computer-aided 
engineering work 
station. 
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In touch on the move 
Passengers using certain 
London taxi cabs can now keep 
in touch with their offices and 
homes whilst on the move, or 
stuck in traffic. 

Under a pilot scheme about 50 
cabs have been fitted with 
British Telecom taxiphones in 
their passenger compartments. 

The instruments, which 
operate for outgoing calls only, 
are based on the standard 
Cellphone with a charging 
mechanism attached. 

Call costs are currently 50p a 
minute in the UK and £1.50 for 
international calls and the bill is 
paid for at the same time as the 

Record savings? 
A new world record for optical fibre 
transmission set by British Telecom 
promises to help contain the cost of 
expanding the network. A team of 
engineers have succeeded in 
transmitting data over 32 km of 
singlemode fibre at a rate of2.4 
Gbit/s, the fastest rate yet achieved 
over an installed cable. 

A key factor in the trial was the use 
of a ridge-waveguide distributed 
feedback (DFB) laser, made in 
British Telecom's Martlesham 
research laboratories. But unlike 
previous laboratory demonstrations 
the feat was achieved over an 
existing cable linking Birmingham 
with Tamworth. 

The trial illustrates the feasibility 
of upgrading existing optical 
systems without the need to replace 
cables. Considerable sums could be 
saved in the future by providing 
only new terminal electronics to 
expand the capacity of cables rather 
than replacing complete systems. 

Banking on data 
British Telecom's new 4962X 
modem has been chosen by Barclays 
Bank for its new data 
communications network. 

Conforming to the CCITT V32 
specification, the modem which also 
incorporates an auto-dialler, offers 

fare. A special phone meter 
enables the cab driver lo see tJu: 
call charge separately from the 
taxi fare - and allows him to 
recall phone usage statistics. It 
also drives a special customer 
display which shows the 
taxiphone user how much the 
call is costing. 

Each taxiphone incorporates a 
'credit lock' mechanism to 
minimise the risk of 
non-payment of potentially large 
bills. The cab driver is billed for 
calls as if he were a standard 
Cellnet customer and pays the 
Cellnet subscription like other 
cellular users. 

9.6 kbit/s full duplex transmission 
on less expensive two wire private 
circuits. 

Private circuits will link each of 
Barclays' 3,000 endpoints into the 
new network, and about 150 
Kilostream circuits will provide 
high speed interlinking between the 
X25 switching nodes. Extensive use 
will also be made of British 
Tclccom's 2 Mbit/s digital 
transmission service, MegaStream. 

Informative talks 
Efforts are being made to pull 
together data processing skills 
within British Telecom following 
reorganisation and the move away 
from a centralised computing 
system. 

An information systems 
conference, organised jointly by 
Local Communications Services and 
Nationai Networks, attracted more 
than JOO ofthe company's senior 
managers to Cheltenham to discuss 
the role of information and how to 
use relevant staff to the best effect. 

Talks were given by experts both 
from within and outside the 
company, and guest speaker was 
Bob McLaughlin, chairman of the 
British Computer Society. 

A similar two-day conference will 
take place next year and will 
alternate with a one-day workshop 
at six-monthly intervals. 
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TWA network deal 
Trans World Airlines has selected 
British Telecom International (BT!) 
to run its international data 
communications network which 
covers 14 countries mainly within 
Europe. 

The contract, secured by BTI's 
Business Communications Service, 
is for a range of related services, 
such as network enhancements, 
fault location and repair, and liaison 
with network users and operators. 

BTI has set up a management team 
to handle the TWA network. A 
network manager will have overall 
BTI responsibility for the European 
network and an operations manager 
will act as TWA's 'troubleshooter' 
to resolve difficult or persistent 
problems which cannot be cleared 
from the BTI-controlled network 
hub. 

A special feature of the package is 
the creation of a dedicated fault 
reporting centre which will be 
manned 24 hours a day all year 
round. 

Overall control of TWA data 
communications will still remain 
with the Kansas City administration 
centre at the airline's computer 
centre. This and other TWA 
locations around the world will have 
direct communications with the 
network management facilities in 
London. 

New Army network 
A £10 million contract for the first 
phase of a project to re-equip the 
Army's private communications 
system in the UK has been won by 
British Telecom's National 
Networks. 

A total of 43 Merlin DX exchanges 
and some 16,000 telephones will be 
provided for the new all-digital 
network called FASTNET. When 
complete in 1991, FASTNET will 
be Britain's largest private 
integrated digital network, handling 
speech, data, fax and teleprinter 
messages. 

The new exchanges will be used as 
private automatic branch exchanges 
and as tandem and sub-tandem 
switches in the new network. 
National Networks will also bid for 
the MegaStream digital circuits 
necessary to connect these locations, 
and maintain the entire system. 

FASTNET is the first large-scale 
implementation ofDPNSS, the 
digital private network signalling 
system marketed by British 
Telecom, which ensures that 
advanced facilities can be 
networked from one P ABX to 
others regardless of make 
or type. 

Over the next six years, 
when the second 
and thtrd phases 
are complete, 
many of 

the Army's 1,340 sites in the UK 
will be linked by the integrated 
digital voice and data network. 
The network will also link into 
the modernised networks of the 
Navy, RAF and British ·Forces in 
Germany, and will replace the 
Army's existing 375 electro
mechanical exchanges leased from 
British Telecom. 

Quicker quotations 
A new British Telecom Prestel 
service will soon make the business 
of obtaining a quotation for 
insurance cover much simpler and 
quicker. Prestel Insurance Network 
and Service (PINS), based on 
Prestel, British Telecom's national 
videotex service, will allow 
insurance brokers and agents access 
to major insurance company 
databases so that they can give 
immediate quotations for insurance 
cover at point of sale. 

A broker uses his terminal to enter 
his client's personal details, then 
feeds the information tHrough a 
Prestel gateway to the selected 
insurance company's computer 
which then calculates a quotation 
and transmits it back to the broker's 
terminal. 

Potential outlets for the service 
include high street insurance 
brokers, building society branches, 
bankers, accountants, estate agents 
and insurance company direct sales 
forces. · 

PINS has been set up with the 
support of 16 major insurance 
companies, and will be fully 
available to agents this spring. 
•Use of Prestcl grew by 44 per cent 
in the 12 months up to last 
November with more than one 
million pages a day being accessed 
and more than 100,000 electronic 
mail messages a week. 





Apollo 4000 � Telephone Message Centre . 
with Handset � 
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The complete package. 
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plus 5 year guarantee option. all products. advertising. 
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New company born 
A new high-tec.hnology company 
is to be formed as a result of an 
agreement between British 
Telecom and McDonnell 
Douglas. 

Known as Edinet Ltd, the new 
venture provides and markets 
the range of information 
technology services called 
Electronic Data Interchange 
(EDI). 

EDI provides direct computer
to-computer exchange of 
business documents such as 
business orders, invoices and 

'Super' link installed 
Britain's most advanced optical 
fibre communications link, with 
four times the capacity of existing 
systems, has been successfully 
installed for British Telecom. 

h is a 565 Mbit/s digital link -
equivalent to nearly 8,000 
simultaneous phone calls -
spanning 45 miles between Sheffield 
and Nottingham, and was supplied 
by Plessey Network and Office 
Systems Ltd. 

h will serve as a high-capacity, 
long-distance 'highway' in the 
company's national digital network, 
carrying phone calls, computer data, 
high-speed facsimile, graphics and 
pictures. 

A second trial system of the same 

statements which are sent in 
electronic form to reconcile 
differences in computers and 
document formats. It will help 
companies to slash the cost of 
their business transactions and 
cut inventory and stock-holding 
costs. 

The agreement was signed by 
Mr Ron Back (left), Managing 
Director of British Telecom's 
National Network division, and 
Mr Jerry Causley, President of 
McDonnell Douglas Information 
Systems International. 

capacity and basic characteristics, 
with equipment designed by British 
Telecom's Research Laboratories at 
Martlesham and made by Fulcrum, 
the company's manufacturing 
subsidiary, has been installed 
between Birmingham and Derby for 
evaluation. 

This second link makes 
telecommunications history by 
using only one regenerator in its 45 
mile route giving the longc:st span 
for an installed system anywhere in 
the world. 

British Telecom's £1,000 million· 
a-year net work modernisation 
programme is well advanced and 
about half the national digital 
network will be optical fibre by 
1990. 

Network Nine grows 
British Telecom is setting up a 
£2 million Network Nine office in 
Aberdeen - the first of its kind in 
the UK outside London. 

The move follows a Scottish 
Development Agency study which 
identified a demand by local 
businesses for advanced 
telecommunications services. 

The Aberdeen office, known as the 
Aberdeen Network Business Centre 
(NBC), will be fully operational 
later in the year. 

It will contain high quality offices 
in a range of sizes available fully 
furnished on short licences, plus a 
number of meeting and conference 
rooms. 
• Network Nine has launched a 
major marketing campaign in North 
America through an exclusive 
agreement with TCOM Systems Inc 
of McLean, Virginia. 

'Best ever' cable tv 
The world's most advanced 
large-scole coble tv system has been 
launched by British Telecom 
chairman, Sir George Jefferson. 

British Telecom, which has a 20 
per cent shareholding in the 
Westminster Cable Company, is 

installing a switched star network, 
designed and developed by its 
Martlcsham Research Laboratories. 

Sir George said that the project 
was a 'significant response' to the 
Government's initiative in 
promo1ing local broadband cable 
networks. 

Contracts 
BICC Telecommunication 
Cables has been awarded contracts 
wonh £2.5 million for the supply of 
850km of optical fibre cables for 
installation in British Telecom's 
trunk network. 

Datapoint has received a £1 million 
order from British Telecom for 
its newly launched Automatic 
Call Distributor ACD 86 on behalf 
of Access - the major credit card 
company. The order is part of a 
contract won by British Telecom 
Anglian Coastal District to supply a 
complete switching system for 1he 
new Access Service Centre at 
Basildon. Installation starts in April 
and the system will be fully 
operational by the end of the year. 

Isovel International has won a 
further order for four ISOPAK 
2000 close control air-conditioning 
systems, to be used at British 
Telecom offices in the Ipswich area. 

Jarvis has been awarded a 
£2.7 million contract to build a 
major new Telephone Service 
Centre for British Telecom's 
Western London District at Hayes. 
It will cover an area of 4408sq m 
providing workshop accommodation 
in a single-storey building plus 
office facilities in a three-storey 
block. When completed and handed 
over, the new complex will house 
450 stalT. 

John Laing Construction, 

Midland Region, have been awarded 
two contracts worth a total of 
£4 million by British Telecom. 

Alterations and additions costing 
£3 million will be carried out at 
Shrewsbury to form a new District 
Office and computer centre. At 
Coventry, about £J million will be 
spent on completing a partially 
constructed telephone engineering 
centre. 

STC Telecommunications 
Electronics Division, based at 
Newport, Gwent, has won an order 
worth more than £2 million for the 
manufacture and supply of 
subscriber carrier systems to British 
Telecom. The equipment enables 
subscribers, who would otherwise 
have to share a party line, to have 
complete privacy and uninhibited 
access to the telephone network. 

Systime Computers is installing 
an order for a further £240,000 
worth of equipment for British 
Telecom's telephone answering 
sales bureau, Telecom TAN, based 
in Bristol. The order is for two 
Systime 'D' 8750 processors and 
more than 30 TS Series visual 
display units. 

Tri-Test have been awarded a new 
contract from British Telecom, for 
the preparation oftelecomms board 
test software in connection with 
TXE4A and UXD5 projects. 

Thorn Ericsson Tele
communications and AT&T and 
Philips Telecommunications 
have been awarded orders worth 
more than £30 million by British 
Telecom for two new large 
international telephone exchanges of 
advanced digital design. 

The two exchanges - an AXEIO 
design from Thorn Ericsson and a 
5ESS PRX from AT&T Philips -
are being bought for British 
Telecom International (BT!) and 
will both come into service in 1988 

·at London's Kelvin House and 
Mondial House respectively. By 

· 1990, they will provide an extra 
80,000 lines, to help meet 
continuing high growth. 

OMCforHull 
Britain's most advanced telephone 
service centre has been handed over 
by British Telecom to the 
independent Hull Telephone 
Department, who will use it to 
control their three System X 
exchange units. 

The equipment, an Operations and 
Maintenance Centre (OMC), was 
designed and installed by British 
Telecom, and is one of the first to 
be commissioned. It provides 
centralised maintenance and 
administrative control for up to 
300,000 telephone lines. 

British Telecom won the Hull 
contract in competition with 
industry and the same British 
Telecom-made OMCs are currently 
being introduced in System X I> 
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3M and MS2 are trade marks. 

The new cabinet cross connection illustrated has been designed and engineered by Austin Taylor. 

3M Telcomm Products 
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A tangle of wires in a cabinet cross connection is a 
thing of the past. 

The MS28 Cross Connect System from 3M brings a 
new order to your lines. 
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MS26Cross Connect System is a simple, reliable way to 
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For more details, talk to Scott Heycock, 

TelcommjProducts Group on Bracknell (0344) 58306. 
3M United Kingdom PLC, Bracknell, Berkshire RG 12 1 JU 
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exchanges elsewhere in Britain as 
part of a national programme. 

The OMC adds remote control and 
centralised maintenance facilities to 
the computerised System X 
exchanges and action, such as 
bringing into service a new line or 
clearing a fault, can be taken from a 
distance by local technical staff 
using a keyboard and VDU screen. 

The OMCs were designed by 
British Telecom's Technology 
Executive at Ipswich in Suffolk. 

Controlling data 
A new addition to the range of data 
communications products from 
British Telecom is Date! Control 
1 OOO which provides central site 
control over a data network. 

A modular system of technical 
control facilities, it can handle 
patching, switching, testing and 
monitoring and it is compatible with 
all equipment operating over 
CCITT V24 interface: later 
versions will provide V35 interfaces. 

The system is designed to be 
installed between computers and 
data communications equipment. In 
normal operation, it is transparent 
to data flow but when problems 
arise, the network manager can 
rapidly overcome them by patching 
or switching to alternative channels 
or equipment. 

The systq11 provides flexibility in 
the features offered, so that users 
can choose a suitable combination to 
meet their specific needs. Each basic 
module will handle up to 16 data 
channels and prices for the patching 
option start at less than £80 per 
channel. 

Gold choice 
Telecom Gold has been selected by 
The Law Society to host a new 
electronic mail user group called 
'Network for Law'. This decision -
endorsed by The Law Society's 
technical consultants - to accept 
recommendations made by British 
Telecom is the first stage in The 
Law Society's long term aim to 
introduce a legal electronic network. 

Network for Law provides all the 
standard features of Telecom Gold 
to solicitors, in addition to having 
the capability 10 develop specific 
applications designed especially for 
the legal community. 

Tape for the blind 
A cassette tape to help blind people 
use new-style public phones has 
been produced by British Telecom. 

The 20 minute tape describes the 
layout and operation of the 'blue' 
payphone and the phonecard 
phone. It is being sent to blind 
organisations around the country 
and will be sent free-of.charge to 
any blind person on request. 

Copies are available from British 
Tclccom's Action for Disabled 
Customers (BTADC), by ringing 
01-356 4917, or by writing to 
BTADC, Room B5049, British 
Telecom Centre, 81 Newgate 
Street, London EClA 7AJ. 

New appointments 
Mr David Scholey has been 
appointed a non-executive Director 
of British Telecom. 

A man of considerable banking and 
City experience, Mr Schol1:y, 50, 
has been joint chairman of the 
banking firm S G Warburg & Co. 
Ltd., since 1980. He is also 
chairman of Warburg's parent 
companies Mercury Securities pie 
and Mercury lnternation�l Group 
pie. He has been a director of the 
Bank of England since 1981; a 
member of the NEDO Committee 
on Finance for Industry since 1980; 
Honorary Treasurer of the 
International Institute of Strategic 
Studies since 1984, and a Governor 
of the National Institute of 
Economics and Social Research 
since 1984. Married with two 
children, Mr Scholey lives in 
Hampstead. 

Mr Colin Tipping, 41, has been 
appointed head of retail in British 
Telecom's Mobile Phone Division. 
The Division's commercial manager 
for the last three years, Mr Tipping 
joined the Post Office in 1964, 
and worked in a wide variety of 
functions before spending three 
years on Prestel. From 1979, he was 
Viewdata Manager with Granada 
TV Rental until rejoining British 
Telecom in September 1982. 

Pop quiz magazine 
British Telecom is supporting a new 
quiz magazine, aimed at young 
people with a passion for pop music 
and puzzles. 

Building on the already successful 
pop chart telephone service 
'Discline', the new publication will 
be titled the 'British Telecom 
Discline Pop Quiz Magazine' and 
will offer features and quizzes. 

By using advertising inside the 
magazine, British Telecom wants its 
wider range of Guideline services to 
become better known to young 
people. Guidelines include 
'Discline', which generated 
95 million calls last year; 'Starline', 
a daily horoscope service; and 
'Telefun', which offers 
round-the-clock jokes. 

Business abroad 
Teleonsult, British Telecom's 
overseas consultancy division, has 
been awarded separate contracts, 
worth a total of £4.5 million, for 
work in Nigeria and Malaysia. 

The Nigerian contract, worth £3 
million, is for help in creating 
Nitel which will become the 
country's new telecommunications 
administration. 

It follows a Telconsult study in 
1984 which recommended major 
reforms of the existing national and 
international telecommunications 
organisations. 

A major part of the deal will be the 
drafting of a five year business plan 
for Nitel, pinpointing areas for 
future investment, ways in which 
external funding can be attracted, 
and how new technology can be 

most effectively introduced. 
In Malaysia, contracts worth £1.5 

million have been awarded for 
technical assistance in the 
development of the national 
telecommunications network. 

The contracts, for local network 
planning and installation expertise, 
mean that British Telecom will be 
directly involved in the plan to 
double the number of telephone 
connections in Malaysia. 

First customer 
Electronic Data System (EDS), the 
worldwide computer company, is 
British Telecom International's first 
full-time customer for its SatStream 
Europe small-dish digital satellite 
service, with a link between London 
and Rotterdam. 

The 64kbit/s circuit links EDS' 
London and Rotterdam information 
processing centres and uses the 
Satellite Multiservices (SMS) 
package carried on Eutelsat I-F2. 
BT! also plans to use the French 
Telecom I satellite for SatStream 
Europe services. 

'Servicelink' launch 
Cellnet, the leading cellular radio 
operator in the UK and its 
counterparts in the USA and Hong 
Kong are to work together to 
develop 'Servicelink', a reciprocal 
service which will enable customers 
to keep in touch even when 
overseas. 

Under the scheme, participating 
cellular operators will provide 
incoming customers of the overseas 
partners with priority rental service 
of a portable cellphone. 

When abroad, customers oft.he 
associated operators will retain 
cellular service and avoid difficulties 
with such things as hotel phone 
systems and unfamiliar public 
payphones. 

Discussions are already underway 
with other cellular operators 
throughout the world and further 
developments are expected. 

Proposals welcomed 
The Department of Trade and 
Industry's further proposals for 
licensing value added and data 
services have been welcomed by 
British Telecom. Further phased 
liberalisation is expected to help 
cusromers benefit significantly from 
the latest information technology 
developments. 

The proposals represent a 
challenge to the telecommunications 
industry generally and should help 
to maintain the United Kingdom�s 
position at the forefront of 
information technology 
development and applications. 

The principles set out in the 
proposals are broadly within the 
spirit of Government statements, as 
reflected in British Telecom's 
prospectus and take account of 
technological developments. 

It is important, however, that the 
principles are properly and fully 
embodied in due course in the 
proposed licence. 

New telex link-up 
Customers of the American 
telecommunications carrier 
Graphnet Inc can now send telex 
messages direct to the United 
Kingdom, British Telecom 
International has announced. 

An agreement with British 
Telecom International also means 
that Graphnet will be able to use the 
UK as a transit point for messages 
to Europe and beyond. 

Graphnet will become the seventh 
US carrier to have direct telex links 
with British Telecom and BT! 
currently offers automatic telex 
links to 190 countries throughout 
the world. 

Under licence 
Rights to make and sell two British 
Telecom-designed data circuit 
testers have been granted to 
Seaward Electronics based in 
Peterlee, Co Durham. 

Under the agreement, British 
Telecom is granting Seaward a non
exclusive licence LO manufacture 
two types of data circuit tester in 
the UK and to market them 
worldwide. 

The testers, developed in British 
Telecom's Test Equipment Design 
Centre, Eastbourne, can be used 
separately or in combination for 
checking audio frequency 
equipmenl and data circuits. 

The licensee already makes a 
contact locator under licence from 
British Telecom. The product 
detects faults in telecommunications 
and power cables and was designed 
by Ernie Huggins, a recent winner 
in the British Telecom 'New Ideas' 
competition. 

Cable TV contract 
British Telecom International has 
won the contract for distribution via 
satellite of two new cable television 
channels, Lifestyle and The Arts 
Channel. The contract is with 
W H Smith, a major shareholder in 
both channels. 

They will use the same satellite 
transponder os ScreenSpon, an 
all-sports channel in which 
W H Smith also has a significant 
shareholding. Reception will be 
limited to the United Kingdom at 
first but distribution will be 
extended to Scandinavia and other 
European countries, as soon as 
possible. 

'Ships of the Line' 
The development and work of 
British Telecom's cableships is the 
theme of the latest in a series of 
temporary exhibitions at Telecom 
Technology Showcase, 135 Queen 
Victoria Street, London EC4. 

The exhibition, which features 
graphics, audio-visuals and scale 
models, troces the story of 
cableships from the first frail 
paddle-steamers and cumbersome 
frigates to the highly sophisticated 
modern fleet. 

Called 'Ships of the Line', the 
exhibition closes on 30 May and 
admission is free. 
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Compatible with all existing 
picture facsimile networks, 

this phototelegraphy system 
offers: 

• High reso/11tion f11/1 size 
display 011 625 line monitor. 
Monitor rotlltes for landscape 

• Optional Diversity and Remote Control • Clock Recovery available 

Available: 19 inch (48.3cm) rack mounted (llJ), 

porlrail formats. 

• Stores 11p to 16 pichires 
(111ini11111m system) pl11s a test 

pich1re - indefinitely. 
• l11divid11al pich1res can be 
called 11p in any order from 

memon; store. 

A reliable system ideal for newsrooms, publishing houses, picture 
libraries, and other similar businesses. At last, the technology for 
pictures is available to CO!tlplement existing on-screen text editing 
and page layout. With lntertec PS156, the choice is at your fuigertips. 

If you would like a glimpse into the future - call us for a 
demonstration. We'll put you in the picture. 

or, in Eurocard racking (3U). 
Also obtainable in module form for incorporation 

into origina l equipment 
Programmable Transmit and Receive frequencies and filter 

bandwidth (Baud Rate). Operation up to 1200 Bauds. 
An option al Clock Recovery Module available. 

A high level Module converts low level output 
to either Polar or Neutral (80-0-80 or 80v) 
conditions - the loop supply being current 

limited, and protected for operation 
up to lOOmA. 
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to byte on?-
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3 Brook Road, Wirnbome, Dorset BH21 2BH. Telephone 0202 881707 Telex 418122 

TRADITIONAL B.T. PRODUCTS (for export) 
We distribute for export and/or refurbish the complete ran�e of traditional British Telecom equipment, for example: 

TELEPHONES: (for hard wirin�, UK spec or American plug ended): 746, 740 (dial), 741, 755 (dial and PB wallphooes), 756 CLD 
tablephone), 766 (PB Trim phone>, 772 ( Xpress callmaker), 782R (standard MF tele), Statesman, Ambassador, Viscount, Sceptre, Kirk, 
Easicom, Dawn. Je·an(e . . . Available also with Arabic Numerals. 

SWITCHBOARDS: 2/2A. 2/JA, 2/4A, ·�+so, PMBX4, PMBX ll. 
SYSTEMS: PABXI, 3 & S,  key & lamp units, 2A & IOA, Viceroy, Kinsman, Regent, Monarch, Ambassador, Senator, Ensi�n, Herald. 

TELEX : TIS. T23, Puma, Cheetah, etc. 

EXCHANGE EQUlPMENT: Main exchanges, equipment racks, mobile exchanges, UAX, relay sets, spares, etc., etc. 

So for B.T. Products, no matter how obscure, we should be able to help. 

Perhaps we should be talking ? 

Supplies to UK only of open issue products liberalised for private supply. 

Telephone Signallings Ltd., PO Box 1, Wokingham, Berkshire RG11 2EU ITS I TELEPHONE 
SIGNALLINGS 

�SYSTEMS (Factories) 

COMPONENTS 

Tel (0734) 782537 and 01 486 0994 Telex 846614 ... 

Attenuators, sw.itches, coµplers, wavelength 
multiplexers, lasers, eyeware, acousto-

. optics, scientific products. 

TEST EQUIPMENT 
Fusion splicers, chromatic dispersion set, 
bit error rate, laser wavefront analyser, 

, 

optics tester. 

- A complete range of British, North American and 
European Equipment. 

AG ELECTRO-OPTICS LTD. Tarporley, Cheshire CW6 OHX. Tel: (08293) 3305/3678, Telex: 61556 
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The Datacheck line of breakout boxes lets you 
identify problems on all the interface disciplines . 
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D�tacheck I £ 12 5 
RS-232N.24 

Datacheck IV£ 315 
RS-449N.36 (37 Pin) 

2400,4800,9600 

• 

Datacheck 11 £ 218 
The ultimate breakout box 

Datacheck V £541 
V.35 

Prices subject to current Pound/Dollar rates 
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Datach�-�� Ill £ 218 
RS-422/423 X.21 (15 Pin) 

Datacheck VI £ 315 
Centronics parallel interface 
printer tester 

• Measures data rate • Tap into the analogue 
side of the signal 

• Allows monitoring by • For interactive working 
V.24 devices between standards accurately 

£173 £89 £214 
(Not applicable for DC VI) (Not applicable for DC VI) 

64-82 Akeman Street, Tring, Herts. HP23 6AJ. Telephone: Tring (0442 82) 4011/5551 > c� E > 
Gene••• Aud;o and Data Communkatlon• Ltd. 
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: 
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Telex: 82362 BATECO G Cables: RAHNO TRING. 
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Slrain relief 

Revolutionary new split cylinder contact 
means ADC's family of wire termination systems· 

saves time and money. 
ADC bring you a high-durability 
solution to your interconnection 
problems, which is 50% faster than 
soldering or wire wrapping - and 
just as reliable. 
The ADC interconnection system is 
based on our unique split cylinder 
contact design, which is a positive 
'punchdown' or insulation displace
ment method of terminating circuits 
for telecommunications, computer 

<IADC 

split 

cylinder 

and audio applications. A major 
design breakthrough, it minimises 
intermittent faults sometimes found 
with other connection methods. 
Connection is established by one 
insertion of our wire termination tool. 
Wire insulation is displaced and 
excess wire is cut off - all in one 
simple snap operation. 
The result is a connection which is 
so tough it is virtually impossible for 
a wire to be removed inadvertently. 
Triple strain reliefing is a feature 
of Ultra-Patch interconnection 
panels, and Pro-Patch jackfields 
specifically designed by ADC for the 
broadcast industry. <;;ontact pins are 
recessed, reducing the risk of short 
circuits. 
What's more, our super-clear colour. 
coding syst_em enables quick and 

accurate identification of termination 
points. So wiring errors are greatly 
reduced. · 

You also get versatility. Solid or 
stranded wire can be used, and our 
split cylinder contact can accept two 
wires on each side. 
ADC - the new generation of 
wire termination. 

ADC Europe Ltd .. 126-128 
Crockhamwell Road, Woodley, 
Berkshire. RG5 3JY. Tel: 0734 
695998. Telex: 849103 ADCEUR G. 

� Europe Ltd. 

SEE THE NEW QDF FAMILY ON STAND 
No 5E14 AT COMMS '86. 
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The CL680 line test system from 
Vanderhoff is just the kind of state-of
the-art product you would expect 
from one of the leaders in the industry. 
Consisting of one or more master 
stations and exchange located remote 
test units, the modular CL680 
provides a cost effective means for 
centralised routine and automated 
fault testing of customer lines. 

XXVI 
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�so easy to use it practically runs 
itself yet offers as wide a range of tests 
and facilities as you could possibly 
wish for. These include: 

-

Automatic tests with call queuing, 
supported by user assigned diagnostic 
messages and line termination 
statements: Parametric single-shot or 
camp on repetitive tests: 



·� 

repair service could 
be in for a testing 

time!'' 
Field personnel access with synthesised 
speech report back: 
Automatic routing programmes under 
full user control. 

Needless to say, all this means you 
can identify faults accurately, 
reducing maintenance costs and 
improving the quality of service to 
your customers. 

If you would like to hear more 
about the remarkable CL680, call 
Denis Webb on0203 341111. Or 
write to him at: 

. v anderhoff pie 
Vanderhoff Communications Ltd., 

Bermuda Road, NUNEATON. CVIO 7QF 
Telephone Nuneaton (0203) 34llll 

Telex: 311563 VANCOM G. 

Why not get switched on to the Vanderhoff CL680 
XXVII 





PUTS US INTO 
THE FOREFRONT 

As telephone systems become more sophisticated and 
customers expect more from them, its essential that testing 
methods keep pace. Fortunately there is one company who 
has helped pioneer the technology of automated electronic 
testing from the outset. One company with a wealth of 
experience that includes computer-controlled testing of 
semiconductors, p.c. boards and backplanes. 

T he company is Teradyne. Our telephone line test sys
tems can pinpoint faults on any line, whether they occur in 
the exchange, in the cable or in the customer's telephone. 

Today, 4 -TEL� the system that tests every line, every night 
is the leading commercial line test system in America. And its 
making life considerably easier for PT Ts in Great Britain, 
Belgium and other European countries. T hen there's SCOT® 
- the outstandingly successful tester that's brought auto
mated testing to the exchange itself. And which is used by 
virtually every district of British Telecom. 

Impressive, but hardly surprising, when you appreciate 
that only one company has a testing background distin
guished enough to put it into the foreground. 

Telecommunications Division, Teradyne Limited, 
The Western Centre, Western Road, Bracknell, Berks 
RG121RW. Tel: Bracknell (0344) 426899. Telex: 849713. 
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We Ji.ave a great range 
1n store for you, 

from British Telecom. 
Teletrade can offer you just about 

anything from a telephone to a telephone 
exchange, including telex terminals, 
answerphones, callmakers, payphones, 
even spare parts for maintenance. 

We have brand-new solid state equip
ment, and good-as-new reconditioned 
equipment, all tried and tested by British 
Telecom, one of the world's largest 
telecommunications authorities. And the 
prices are very competitive. 

For further information, just contact 
British Telecom's Teletrade Sales Office, 
Broad Street House, 55 Old Broad Street, 
London EC2M 1RX. Telephone: +441 588 

5872. Telex: 887523. 

® T81eerrade 
The overseas equipment marketing 

unit of British Telecom 

700 SERIES The classic 
British Telecom dial phone 

in a range of colours. 

xxx 

UXD5.British Telecom's 
new rural 

digital exchange. 

CITY BUSINESS SYSTEM The revolutionary 
communications system for finance houses and foreign 

exchange dealers. Touch-controlled from the screen. 

DIGITAL SPEAKING CLOCK The new microprocessor 
controlled speaking clock with a digital voice recording. 

PUMA A fully electronic teleprinter using 
microprocessors to provide advanced facilities. It has 

its own memory. 
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Fuses · Surge Arresters · Barriers · Filters · 

Integrated Hi-Speed Protection Modules · Discrete � Primary and Secondary Line Protection Modules. , • 
• 

These are just some of the @ERT product • 8 .... � a.. 
range from Beswick. 
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Theleading companyinfuse technologyis nowproviding ,/ 1• )-f ,.. � WW l\I! • ;:a 
new products, new methods and new solutions in circuit tt \ y, • W Ul \' .� :::��n for digital equipment and advanced electronic /• !!,1 !;11• ; f ,� a 

Whatever the requirement be it high volume 

/ 
' 

, \\ comp�ne�t �te
.
ms or specialist

.
"limited editi?n"

.
designs. /J � ,fA._.. a mult1-d1sc1phne team of engineers and sc1ent1sts 1s � 

I 

1t·A available to discuss all aspects of circuit protection to 
meet today's problems or tomorrow's needs and then IJ 
to provide cost-effective solutions. ! 

0 
'he <Al.HJ people in circuit protection. 

Beswick, Alert \rks Frome, S merset BAil 1 PP. 
Telephone: (03l3l 64311 Telex. 449196 Ale rt G 

HOW TO CONTROL THE RISE AND FALL 
OF �P.OWER. 

Your small computer can give you the power 
to raise your productivity. But first you have to 
control the power you give it. Because even 
the slightest dip or surge of electricity can 
result in a shocking surprise. An instant loss 
of important data or misinformation. Even 
worse, a total power line failure can create 
department devastation ... a total system crash. 
You can't afford errors, 
delays and other 
problems. After all, 
you've invested in a 
computer to increase 
efficiency. But now 
there's a solution you 
can afford. The Sola 
SPS. This economical 
Standby Power System 
is designed to protect 
personal, micro and 
mini computers from 
AC line disturbances 

and failures. Sola SPS provides clean, 
regulated AC power to your computer when 

your power line experiences irregular voltage. 
Line dips or line surges are immediately 

converted to proper voltage. When the AC line 
is present, the SPS filters power to eliminate 

electrical noise. And when the AC line fails, 
the SPS goes into full action, providing precise 

AC power to the load 
from its internal battery. 
So the only noise you'll 

hear is the sound of per
formance. There's no 

maintenance. No install
ation. Just plug it in and 

turn it on. Why let your 
productivity rise and fall 

with your power? The 
solution is as simple as 

SPS. The standby system 
that Sola stands behind. 

For more 1nformat1on contact: 
SOLA-BANNER(EUROPE)LTD. 
Sergeants Way, Bedford MK4f OEH 
England 
Tel: (0234)327941 Telex: 826431 

A UNIT OF Oe:N Ii RAL SIONA$ 
SOLA-BANNER 

IEUROPE) L TO 
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PLESSEY INNOVATIONS FOR COMMUNICATIONS 

With System X, 
Hull no-w has 
bri�edthe 
digital 
future. 

When the Humber Bridge
the longest suspension bridge in 
the world, with a 1,410-metre main 
span - was opened in 1981, Hull 
reached a major communications 
landmark. Now Klngston-upon
Hull Telephone Department has 
reached another-with the switching 
into service of its first three System X 
digital exchanges. 

Hull, the only independent tele
phone company in mainland UK, chose 
System X from a list of internationally 
available systems. 

System X will give Hull the capability of 
extending a full range of modern communications 
services to over 130,000 subscribers, and will link into 
British Telecom's growing Integrated Services Digital Net
work. System X also offers facilities normally associated with 
electronic PBXs, such as short code dialling, push-button tone 
signalling, incoming calls barred, call diversion, last number repeat and 
three-party conversation. 

Interconnection -with the BTnetivork 
uses common channel signalling. 

The first three Hull exchanges, 
covering some 16,000 local lines, are now 
interconnected with the BT digital trunk 
network using common channel signalling 
based on CCITT No. 7 standards. Common 
channel signalling has many advantages 
to both subscribers and operating 
authorities. 

It provides direct connect ions 
between exchange computers and thereby 
increases the signalling capability of the 
network. T h e  consequent increase in 
facilities which can be offered enhances 
operation and maintenance of the 
network and provides routing flexibility 
am] a high degree of securily. 

T he introduction of System X digital 

Hull 

Hu11 SI 

Sheffield 

V"� 
BT digital 
network 

switching together with common channel 
signalling between the Hull and BT 
networks (as illustrated in the diagram) is 
now providing two digitally interconnected 
but independent administrations with 
improved transmission qualities, ISDN 
capability and faster call set-up times, all 
in a new environment of computer control. 

For further information, contact 
Peter Gordon, Plessey Major Systems Ltd, 
Edge Lane, Liverpool L7 9NW. Telephone: 
051-228 4830. Telex: 629267. 

9PLESSEY 



The Finest 
Line Card ATE 
costs £200,000, 
and comes 
from Marconi 

TRANSMISSION TESTS. 

* GAINVARIATION 

* CODING 

* IDLECHANNELNOISE 

* DISTORTION 

* CROSSTALK 

* DISCRIMINATION 

* SPURIOUSOUTPUTS 

* RETURN LOSS 

* BALANCE 

* LONGITUDINAL PARAMETERS 

-

SIGNALLING TESTS 

* GROUNDKEY 

* TEST ACCESS 

* RINGTIP 

* LINEFEEDCHARACTERISTICS 

* PAR KAND POWER FEED 

* DISCONNECT RELAY 

* DIALSEQUENCE 

* MANUALHOLD 

* COINANDFEE 

* PHANTOM SIGNALLING 

- .... , 

--.. I 

* TRANSHYBRIDLOSS(ECHO) * M·WIREAND P-WIRE SIGNALLING 

Marconi 
Instruments 

T. remarkable new system 8065 line card 
ATE is also the most cost effective. It gives a full 
110 db dynamic measurement range using 
sophisticated FFT software routines instead of 
expensive low-noise hardware sub-systems. This 
makes it the lowest purchase, programming and 
operating costed line card ATE in existence. 

For high volume production testing of MODEMS, 
Multiplexers, and line cards, and component testing 
of SL/CS, SLATS and CODECS, the Marconi System 
8065 is the finest telecomms ATE available. It's a/so 
an invaluable asset to maintenance depots where 
computerised servicing has now become a 
necessity. 

Designed specifically for the telecomms industry, 
System 8065 can be configured to any telecomms 
standard-including BELL and CC/TT -to support 
the high production rates of line card manufacturers. 

System 8065 is the only line card A TE to offer full 
signal and transmission testing of 4, 8, and 16 
channel line cards. No other card ATE offers the total 
test capability of System 8065. 

Test programming is quicker and easier using 
Marconi Instruments' unique CLIMATE (TM) test 
profiles. This slashes test programming costs, and 

shortens test program 
development times. 

With full back -up of 
Marconi Instruments, Europe's leading manufacturer 
of commercial A TE systems, this opportunity could be 
the best £200,000 decision you will ever take. 

Please call us, we will PfOVe the rest. 
Marconi Instruments Umited, ATE Division, 

Longacres, St A lbans, Herts AL 4 OJN. 
Telephone SIA/bans (0727) 59292. 



When Ferranti office automation 
meets British Telecom, 
the results interactive. 

The equipment Ferranti is now 
mal<ing for the modem office gets on 
very well with the British Telecom 
network. They have a lot to say to 
each other. 

Tal<:e information processing for a 
start. Our Interactive Terminal 
Manager offers advanced facilities 
with multi-windowing. It gives IBM 
and ICL access with common office 
tasks, such as spreadsheet 
calculations and word processing. 

Then there's Telex Manager, 
Teletex,,Manager and Message 
Director for multi-terminal 
interaction, using the public networks 
and private lines. And don't forget the 
Ferranti Document Manager, which 

can be anything from� single word 
processor to a multi-terminal 
electronic fileroom. 

Argus office products by Ferranti 
are providing British Telecom and 
others with complete solutions to 
their office requirements. Each 
product is designed for specific needs, 
which makes all the difference to 
your office productivity. 

Become interactive with Ferranti, 
and you'll be more telecommunicative. 

Ferranti Computer Systems Limited, 
Sirnonsway, Wythenshawe, 
Manchester M22 SLA UK. 

Telephone: 061-499 3355 

Telex: 668084 

ELEGANTLY 
EVOLVED FOR THE 
PRODUCTIVE 
OFFICE 

FERRANTI 
Computer Systems 
I Please tick the box for furth� - --

-

information on 

Office Products 0 
Telecommunication Products 0 

Position. ____ _____ _ 

Company ____ ____ _ 

Address _________ _ 

Te'----------� 

Post to: BT/16 

Ferranti Computer Systems Limited, 
Simonsway, Wythenshawe, 
Manchester M22 SLA UK. 
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